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and cars were kept busy until a late
hour.
Free Attractions.
The free attractions are of the best.
Nick Carter In his high dive is a AND THE
most thrilling teat. The dive is made SIDERABLY
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high as the cross on the Episcopal
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We have just received',elemit line of line
light driving harness. Prices run from

0

$12.50 to$27.50.

Some beauties in this shipment. If yott want
something extra nice come and see, what we
have. IffWe also offer a strong, very serviceable hand-made harness at

4 4 $13.50 4 4

See this if you want something extra Oxon,.
Will make some very close prices on heavy

WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES,SADDLES, ETC.

We also sell Buggies
cheaper than anybody
GET OUR PRICES
BEFORE BUYING!

F. A. YOST I CO.,

• Fresh
Oysters

I

A Matter
ofHealth
There is a quality in Royal
Baking Powder which makes
he food more digestible and
holesome. This peculiarity
of Royal has been noted by
,t - physicians, and they accord-ingly endorse and recom'

*tend it.

P ROORA M.
A. H. Anderson, Fred Callard, W.
C. Wright.
PARADE.
E. B. Courtney, L. W.Cluthrie, W.
H. Fyke, Jr., Will Terry, Herbert
Hayden, R. A. Shadoin.
DECORATION.
C. E. Harris, L. F. Atkinson, H.
S. Wade, R. M. Tunks, A. M. Coleman.
ADVERTISING.
W. E. Reynolds, Jr., Eddie Moore,
R. C. Lawson, M. Robinson, L. W.
Guthrie, Frank Wright, E. B. Courtney.

CELERY

Mr. Ed Thomas,of Cadiz, who was
injured in a runaway as he was
driving into this city Tuesday, is
considerably improved and it is
thought that in reasonable time he
completely recovered.
be
will
nt one of Mr. Thomas'
accide
In the
ears was almost torn from his bead
Vat it is thought by his physician
that this will grow back agalp in Ito
natural position.

•
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LAIN.
The twentieth eunion of the Or-

Reunion of Orphan Brigade phan Brigade (C. F. S.) wiU be held
There was no more gallant soldier
in the Confederate ranks than Ed
Porter Thompson. He was a brave
and daring member of tbe Orphan
Brigade, and as a man, soldier, officer and civilian, was the peer of any
man in the commonwealth.
There will be a reunion of this celebrated brigade at Frankfort on November the 8rd, at which time the
monument erected will be dedicated.
Mr. Thomas D. Osbome, of Louisville, who is the secretary of the Orphans Brigade, has sent out an invitation to the ceremonies at Frankfort
as follows:

at Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 8, 190I, for
the purpose of dedicating the monument erected by his loving comrades
to the Hon. Ed Porter Thompson,
late brigade historian and !orator
state superintendent of public inrstruotion.
The model soldier.
Emllent educator.
Stainless public official.
All the railroads in Kentucky,Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia and Mississippi will give reduced rates on
the certificate plan. Be sure to get
certificate from railroad agent when
you purchase ticket.
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T. M. Jones,
I Is Now the Place of Attraction
line that is new

1

For everything in the Dry Goods
Received daily.
and up-to-date. .
I Call and see the
The Largest and Best Assorted
stock of Dress Goods and Dress Trimininrs
quality, if not •
In the city to select from,
•
•
convenient teleNew Waist Silks!
•
,N
s!
phone us your
Silk
ss
Dre
New
s, all colors
Skimmers'86 inch Satins, warranted for two season
wants.
Suiting, Outing
Viyella Waisting, the new waist goods; Bennovis
,Stick Pins,
Cloth and Flannelette. New Side Combs, Back Combs
ar, Gent's
Waist Sets, Bags, Belts, Gloves, Hosiery, Ladies Neckwe
New Neckwear, Shirts ana Collars.

Condition Improved.

PM.* INNS POWPITA no., maw "WIG

OCIATT S.

WICooper
CO
Wholesale dc Retail Grocer.
Red Front

Op Court House

Both Phones.,

Carpets, Rugs, Art Squares,
well assorted
Linoleum. and Matting.. My stock is large and
in every line. My motto is good goods at low prices.

T.' M. JON1F.S,
Main Strost.
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I CHIST1R

MIMED HIM $150

signs of the times point to an enormous increase of intelligent public interest
In health: to a new generation with purer,
stronger blood and therefore more active,
braver brains and
body. No physFACTORY LOADED
ically robust,
•7he Ship of
SMOKELESS
healthy person
SLAYS HIS FATHER WITH
POW
DER SHOTGUN SHE
ever succumbed A VERDICT RETURNED IN
Health"
LLS
to grip, consumpCORN KNIFE.
diet beings you
THE BUTLER CASE.
tion, malaria or
Good shells in your gun mean a
good b
any other germ
eis.4 tidings.
in the field or a good score at
disease. Rut with
the trap.
a weakened sysWinchester
"Leader" and "Repe
tem we all have
ater
Washes Body at Pump.—
to fight the germs Motion for a New Trial Is
Smokeless Powder Shells are good
of disease.
shells.
,
Returned to the WestOur blood is
Filed By Empire
Always sure-fire, always giving an
often in a fee
spread of shot and good penetration,
ern Asylum.
tile condition
Coal Co.
Unit
for the
great
superiority is testified to by
growth of
sported,
bactetiamen who use Winchester Factory
Rheum* tu- -Csterrb
the germs
Shells in preference to any other
disease
of
(From
Friday
Daily.
's
)
—because
*ad all blood L'ilse‘k-es quickly and
(From Friday's Daily.)
our stompariesnently cured by
Last night Capt. Boewell and DepA
DEALERS KEEP THE
The jury in the case of former poach is disordered
M
OT our liver is toruty Sheriff Denton Harris brought
LIFE PLANT
pid—in either case liceman Lee Morris and his surety
Jesse L. Green to the asylum. Yesour blood does not for $1,000 yesterc
the greatest blood purifier and tonic
isy returned a vet.get the proper
knows to the medical world. All terday Green killed his father with
nourishment. A OW:for the plaintiff awardi
ng him
diseases arise from Impure blood. acorn kelfe in a sudden lit
torpid liver means
of insana stagnation of $160. Butler claimed that, in makCure the blood and yea eure the disthe blood and an
ease. That is jut what Life Pleat ity.
accumulation of ng an arrest. of (mother party lase
does. Our guarantee is
The son was in the field cutting
poisons which viter,alorris
unnecessarily and cruel
furnishes „a weak
corn wben the father walked up and spot for bacteria to enter.
PIO CURE—NO PAY.
ly clubbed him.
To
enrich
the blood and increase the
rhea linty Suffer Longer?
told him that the corn waste', wet to
Motion for a new trial in the care
red blood corpuscles, Dr. Pierce years ago
Ociillowssod. Chin. Nov. MINX
found a vegetable compound, which
of Mitchell Lynch against the Emcut.
Toe
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ded
that
the
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he
Lies Plant om.ny. SO LOU. :
called Dr Pierce's Gulden
Discov- pire er,al and af feint; company has
Gentlemen.- I Wffill: 10 soy that I fern
was in a right state for harvesting ery, that would quickly cureMedical
the bad sympniedleins is 14 wondartal blood
toms
by increasing the red blood corpus- been filled by the attorneys for the
. at least it hay dour" a great and the father insisted that
he wee cle. and thereby feeding the nerves on rieh de(endant.Th
&Afar sac Will you sled ay father
e jury in the first trial a
Misr banks t email d thein to Selo,0.
right, and referred to his son's hav- blood. This "Medical Discovery"also acts few days
Your. trtay,
upon the digestion and assimilation of food,
ago awarded Lynch 175,the
AL.NrON V
SLION,
that
so
the blood gets its proper elements amount sued for being $10,250
ing formerly been in the asylum and
.
ascot U.L Chairatifrom the products of digestion. Feed
If so, get a BICYCLE. It will build you
the
for this eeason was not competent to lungs, stomach and
heart on rich red blood
nameesiessiree eety by
and
you
have
surely
a healthy body which
The Best Doctor.
up again and you wont have that tired
judge of such matters.
will throw off the germs of disease which
feelRev.B.C. Horton,Sulphur Springs,
Young Green suddenly raised the lurk everywhere. Get as near nature's
ing.
We
sell
the
way as you can A medicine made entirely
run
-easy
kind. CHEAP
writes, July 19th, 1890: "I
knife and struck his father across from botanical extracts and which does not
CANTON, OHIO.
,aye used in my family Ballard's
contain alcohol is the
FOR CASH.
Dr. Pierce's '
the head, killing him almost instant- Golden Medical Discovesafest.
ry contains neither -lnow Dinlment and Horehound Syly. He than went to the house and alcohol nor narcotics.
-up, and they have proved certainly
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This
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best
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for
headac
and
he
returned for the body.
itud pains. The cough syrup has been
in fact everything to mend bicycles with
When he reached the house he
and
13 Sere
our doctor for the last eight years."
dragged the body to the pump and
have men to repair them that have had
TO GIVE
26c 5)c, $1 00 at Ray & Fowler.
ex3ATISrACTION began washing the blood from the
perience aLd are experts.
LOST
A MILLION.
dead man's face. His little sister
Special to New Era.)
Ely's
came up while he was engaged in
Cream Balm this task and asked him what caused On Monday, Tuesday, and Wed. ST. LOUIS, Oct. 14.—President
We sell guns, and gun repairing a specia
Weals:IWO Sacs
lhim to commit the deed, and he nesday prior to the November elec Francis, of the Louisiana Purchase
ty
and in short notice. Give us a trial and
it cleanses, soothes
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tion,
tion
is
there
quoted
will
be
in
a
speech
supple
mental regas
r 0,-4 sr- awl Mak the Ma struck her a hard blow in the face,
Mt
be convinced that we are the best in town.
istration at the county clerk's office, 'trying that $1,000 000 has been iost
s_ wool *.bra.
MAW" drives away a whips knocking her down.
Mig Mad Qpitkly. It isateortietle nests an
Other members of the family rush- the daps being October 31, Novem- by closing the gates on Sunday.
11111sSeese ire Mesersearse. Restores the
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up and overpowered him., The ber 1 arid 2
One of Many.
fleasetpttans amid main. rats sews W.6
Absence from town or sickness on
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SLY 111301111131118
the regular registration days entitles C., suffere
mate of the asylum here.
d for twenty years with
es Warren as. New York
Sixth Street.
one to register on the supplemental the
Pile,. Specialists were employed
days.
Saved His Life.
and many remedies used but relief
J. W. Davenport, Wing°. Ky.,
and permanent good was found only
writes, June 14, 1902: "I want to tell
Gov. Beckham and Congressman
in the use of DeWitt's Witch Hazel
you I believe Ballard's Sneer Lini- 011ie
James will speak in Becton
ment saved my life. I was ender the
Salve. This Is only one of the many,
treatment of two doctors, and they Friday afternoon, Oct. 28, and at
many cures that have been effected
told me one of lungs was entirely
gone, and the other badly affected Guthrie that night.
by this wonderful remetiy. In buyI also bad a lump in my side. I don't
It's 10 to 1 you do lf you are• victim
think that I could have lived over
At a meeting of the Christian ing Witch Hazel Salve it is only necof malaria.
• -.•. essary to see that you get the genutwo months longer. I was induced by
a friend to try Ballard's Snow Lini- County Republican committee it ine DeWitt's made by E. C. DeWit
••
Don't Doh. tr. Dangerous.
t
ment. The first application gave me this city, a campaegn commit
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&
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Co.,
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a
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cergreat
-relief; two fifty-cent bottles
almost deadly after effects.
cured me sound and well. It is a appointed. A resolution was adopt- tain. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
any
Wonderful medicine and I recom- ed naming Saturday, Nov.
12, as b cures all kinds of piles, cuts, burns,
mend it to suffering humanity." 35c.
day for district mass meetings tot bruises, eczema, tetter, ringworm
50e, $1.00 at Ray & Fowler's.
the selection of three members Irvin *kin disease., etc. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
k purely vegetable and absolutely=
CANON PASSIM.
each precinct for the county to
to cure malaria, sick headache,
(Swim to New Era)
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all stomach,kidney and aver oornplantx
Corn Scarce.
tee which will meet at the (mutt
Tar IT TO-DAY.
BOSTON, Mass., Oct. 14.—The hone Monday Nev. i4 for organizt0.1 account of the scarcity Id good
30 Cum e.Boni*.
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SOUTH.
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etyma successful record,
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(From Friday's Daily.)
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BACCO PLANTERS.
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We have a full stock of the latest models.
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WILL BE HELD THIS WEEK
IN LOUISVILLE

Business of Importance
Will be Transacted -Eleotion of Officer*.
C
Tbe Grand Lodge of the Masons of
Kentucky will be 11, session In Louisville this week. About eix hundred
members are expected to attend,
mostly from out in the state. The
meeting will be the annual one for
the election of officers and the trans•
action of the general business pertaining to the lodge.
Hopkinsville Lodge No. 37. F. & A.
M., will be represented by Mr. (4 •o.

yerls!REPUBLICARE ANSINDICTED

Do you like your thin, rough,
short hair? Of course you
don't. Do you like thick,
heavy, smooth hair? Of FOR FRAUDS IN THE PRIcourse you do. Then wl.y "
MARY ELECTION.

Haw' Vigor)

True Bilis Against United
States Commissioner for
Committing Forgery.

not be pleased? Ayer's Hair
Vigor makes beautiful heads
of hair)that's the whole
story. Sold for 60 years.
- I bum used Ayer's Hair Vigor for ahint
thee. It is. Indeed. a wonderful
tonw.
ball'
restOrlIng health to the Astr and scalp. end, it
the sometime. progings splendid dressieu."
Da. J. W. Tarum, Madill, tad. T.

Shea bottle
All ArtladraltA.

for

J. a ASIR CO.,
Mess.

Weak Hair

The camimaiz:. committee will have
a speaker on every stump. iii every
school house and hall in the state
every day and night for the last two
weeks .4 the contest. It will be a
veritable feast of oratory with all
the,leading spellbinders in action,
*existed by hundreds of eloquent
young men who :lave volenteered
for the fray. The apathy that marked the earlier days of the flirbt has
given way to an interest which will
quickly kindle into enthusiasm.

161)011AI to New Era.)
PINEVILLE, Ky., Oct. 17.—Indictments were returned today
against D. C. Ball, C. C. Thompsen.
Grant Brown, Isaac Turner and
J. Johnson, the Hunter members of
the Bell count:- Republican committee, charged with malfeasance in
office in refusing to count the vote
On August 9 in the Hunter-Edwards
primary.
J. U Rollins, United States coin
missioner, is indicted far forgery.
He is charg•md with having raised
the vote in the Excelsior preoint
from twenty-two for Hunter to 522
for Hunter. John Langden is indicted for stuffing a ballot box iu the
Excelsior precinct for Hunter.

SAYS DR. LLOYD
WILL NOT ACCEPT

The Progressive
Millinery House of tiopkinsville
OFFERS YOU
THE

Line of READY-TO-WEAR HATS in
the fit-. Prices 48c to $6

TAILORED
AND SUIT HATS
In Felt, Silk and CheLille, with style individuality and originality
We make them to suit the wearer, pr:ees $2,50 to $10.00,

Our Pattern Hat
Department Is Unexcelled
See the beautiful creations we offer for LITTLE MONEY. There is

no doubt about it our stcck is known for its LARGNESS.

In the Democratic primary held
BEAUTY and CORRECTNESS OF STYLE.
01:08011 II CLARK.
Saturday at Princeton the following
Clark.
if•
Mr. John B. OsIbreath were
nominated: For county judge, Private Advice* State He
will represent Oriental Chapter, No.
Squire Black; representative, H M.
Has Declined Bishopric.
14, R. A. M.
Jones; county attorney, J. Elliott
(Special to New Era.)
Baker; sheriff, W. F. Dodds; jailer,
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Oct. 17.—PriLofton Jones;school superintendent, vete messages
received here today
and newest ideas in Children's Head wear
I Miss Nanuie Catlett; assessor, D. O. state that the Rev.
Arthur S. Lloyd,
.specially priced next week.
Throckmorton; county clerk, R. L. New York, has declined
the bishopThe people of Christian 'county
Ey., will take notice that the Flseal Gresham. Total vote polled 1,004, ric of Kentucky.
Court of said county will meet at this being ti small vote.
War osua; and customary place of
mooting, in the city of Hopkinsville,' Judge Parker dell•ered an address
eonsity of Christian and state of at Rosemou
nt to two political deleKentucky, on Tuesday the 18th day
Etc. Complete lins of up to-date notions
gations that visited him. This was Christian Circuit
of October, 1904, for the purpose of
Court. Kentucky.
Issuing new °aunty refundleg bonds the second address of Judge Parker Clifton Simms'guardian,&c f
received every 60 days Orders for all kinds of hair geois filled
Against
Equity
to be sold for the purpose cif obtain since the opening of the campaign
Clifton Simms. et al.
1
Mg money with which to pay off all and it dealt witn the question of
imBy virtue of a judgment and order
outstanding bonds agninst said counperialism.
Time speaker declared of sale of time Christian Circuit court,
ty, of issue July 1st, 1897, amounting
rendered at the September term
to $81,000. and which said boads were that the Filipinos should be treated
thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I
issued to refund a then existing rail- as the Cubans were in the matter of
105 S Main Street
shall proceed te offer for sale, at the
Miss Sallie B. Hooser & Co.
road bonded debt of about 4100,000 independence.
court
house
door,
in
Hopkinsvi
lle,
and which said original bonds were
Hopliinaville'a Leading Millinery House.
Ky., to the highest and best bidder,
of date July ist, 1867. The terms
The numbers of voters who regis- on Saturdav, the
29th day of Octoand conditions of said new bonds
tered in the state of New York the ber, 1904. between time hours of 1 p.
will be fixed and determined by said
Fiscal Court at said time and place. first two days is placed at nearly I m. and 2. m., upon a credit of six
Done by order of the Christian half a million. The Democrats are ; months. the following described
property, to wit:
Conuty Fiscal Court, roach: this day. encouraged at the figures.
First.—A certain tract of land in
This Sept. 2nd, 1904.
Teacher's Association.
Christian county, Ky., on the waters
W.
T.
FowLex.
Bond
William Randolph Hearst, presi- of Little river, and bounded at fol8
BUCKNIta
O.
,
CommisThe next meeting of the Christian
W. T. WILLIAMSON, dent of the National Asia:teflon of lows, to wit:
sioners
1.0. H A WIIIIRSON,
County Teachers' association will
"Beginni
ng
at
stone;
thence
S.
14
Democratic Clubs, has issued an adE. 13 poles to a small post oak on the be held at Howell on Friday, Oct. 21,
dress to that association urging apon
East side of a spring branch; thence 1904, beginning a:. ten o'clock a. m.
its members "special. activity and S. 8 W.62J2 poles to a stake, WA:Akin', corner; thence with said Wat- The teachers are expected to be reskemed embalmer and untiring energy from now on until kins' line, E.92 poles and 16 links to ent and take part in the program and
the closing of the polls." Mr.
runerel Director.
a stone and pointers; thence N. 74),,i everybody is cordially invited to at•
HeiWas a Brigadier Ceneral,
With Waller A Rogers, Furniture Hearst'e address says in par: "I E. 16 poles to a stone on the East tend. Please invite
your patrons and ;
and Undertaking, Hophinsville. KT hope that every official and every in- side of a basin; thence N. 184 W.
Having Been Placed On
trustees to go. Bring the Institute I
Your patronage *elicited
Cal
dividual member of every club in 61 poles to a stone and pointers in
promptly answered day or night.
Note Book with you for the singing. /
the Retired List.
• our association will do all that he Harrison's line; thence N. lfili W I
37 poles to a stone, said Harrison's The program follows:
can—and more than ever before—to
corner; thence S. 7434 W. 102 poles
Devotional exercises, Rev. H. C.
promote and expound the interests to the beginning, containin
g 66 acres McGill.
ALMOST
and the beliefs of genuine Jeffer- more or less."
(Special to New Era)
Welcome address, W. W. Radford.
Second.—Also another tract or
monism Democracy. I call upon all
NEW YORK, Oct. 17.—William
THE
Response, Miss Gladys. Bartley.
member, of the clubs to begin earn- parcel of land in the county of ChrisScott Worth, brigadier General, U.
tian. state of Kentucky, on the
Twice a-Week Republic est campaign
How can the parents assist in the
work immediately, to waters of
S.
A., retired, is dead at the home of
Little
river
and bounded school work?—Misses Lizzie Smith,—AND—
reorganize where reorganization is as follows, to wit:
his nephew, Dr. John T. Sprague, of
son and Julia Wallace.
The Modern Farmer
necessary and especially to respond
"Beginning at three red oaks in a
Clinton, Staten Leland. His death
How may we become more successline,
in
the
line
of
the
Miles
promptly
FOR
survey;
and energetically to every
followed a long illness.
ful teachers?—Misses Elizabeth
suggestion that may come from the thence with a line thereof N.1 E. 43
Gen. Worth was the only son of
poles to a stake, corner to the said Nance and Nannie Dickerson.
national management of the DemoMaj. Oen. William J. Worth. He
Miles
•
survey;
thence
with
another
Discipline, Misses Vivien Brame
To give every reader in this terricratic party."
served through the war of the
line thereof S. 89 W. 42 poles to a
tory all the campaign and election
and Elizabeth Green.
stake with several pointers; thence
states,'in several. Indlau campaigns
news and an excellent farm journal,
The teacher's duty in securing betS. 1 W.42 poles to a -- on a hill
Comes to America.
we will send upon receipt of twenty
and in Cuba. In 1898 he was comIn said Grace's field; thence E. 42 ter citizenship, James B. Jones and
mew
missioned brigadier general and a
Simon Schulman has arrived in poles to the beginning, containing Miss Mollie B. Stevenson.
month later he was retired on acThe Twice a- Week Republic, Hopkinsville from Russia
SILIGADILIS OZ,IIIILAL WILLIAM I. WORTH.
Common School Graddation, R. T.
and will eleven acres."
count of disabling wounds.
The above two tracts of land lie
Including The Farm Visitor, from make a living in the future by pe IJoiner.
contiguous each to the other and
spy until December MC and
dling. He has only been in America will be solo
MUM.
as a whole, and
The Modern Farmer, three weeks, having left his native purpose of re-investment. for the The Reading Circle and District
For the purchase price, the pur- Libraries, Misses Jennie West and
country on acbount of having been
A Farmer'i Family Newspaper,
drafted for service in the army. He chaser if wit execute bond with ap- Cora Means.
From Dec. 1, 1904, to Dec. 1, 1906.
proved surety or sureties, bearing leThis is an unprecedented offer you seems to be about forty years
Seeley's History of Education,
Successor to Golay & Brame. Cor. 7th & Vir. Sts.
of age gal interest from
the day of sale uncannot afford to miss. Send 20 cents and
says he had served his time In til paid and
Mrs.
Lucy L. Fisher, Misses Lois
having the force and efat once and get regularlythe News
of the Day, time Campaign, the Farm the army as a young man. This put fect of a replevin bond. Bidders Adcock and Lloyd Childress and W.
him on the reserve list and when an will be prepared to comply promptly R. Cherry.
and Home.
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attention give
Be sure to address all mail to
order was recently issued calling out with these terms.
Consolidation of Rural Schools,
me a call. Hack service tor the city—meeting all trains. FuneDoi (11.AS BELL,
The Republic,St. Louis, Mo.!these reserves for active service.
General discussion.
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1313, CumberMister Commissioner.
phone 32, I will be glad to have all my
SAMPLE COPIES FREE
Nature Study in District Schools,
Schulman decided he had rather
friends give me
their patronage.
Buys Circus.
Where both papers are not desired emigrate to tim ib country than serve
Misses Minnie Brame Sod itey Hartsubscriptions for either separately tit the ratike
ley.
Howard Brame. • Hopkinsvillelity.
Al tr. Field, with three other perfor the terms stated above will ,be
Miscellaneous business.
sons, has bought time Forepaughaccepted upon receipt of TEN One
female Gough Cure Sells circus, which is to be delivered Ad Jon rim men t.
CENTS.
•+4+++++++++±+++++++++1-4-.-11-4-++++.$4 44-44-4-4-44Foe
.4
Collor+ and Crimp. at Columbus, 0., November 23.
Ktit McDaniel, Cp. Supt.

Boysl and
Girls School Caps

NOTICE.

1 COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Belts,t Bags
Combs, Handkerchiefs,

Temple of Fashion

1

1

SEN. WILLIAM SCOTT WORTH
DIES AT HIS HOME IN NEW TOOK.

BAILEY WAILER,

I

FREE

20 CENTS

I

BRAME'S STABLE
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE

m-It41`

••••••••••

ANNUAL MEETING

USEFUL LIFE ENDS.

In every town
and village
may be had,
the

VENERABLE MRS. BYARS
PASSES AWAY.

trice
Axle
Grease

GrainPastureMbdure
FOR FALL SOWING.

CASTOR IA

OF SOUTHERN KENTUCKY
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

A combination of Whist Barley.
Rye and Winter Turf Oats.
Yields the largest amount of Winter and
Spring grazing. fine for soil improving
or can be out for hay.
Sow I% bushel per acre.

The Remains Were Taken
To Todd County To
•
Be Interred.

that makes your
horses glad.

Price per bushel. UAL S busied and over
50c per bushel. 15 bushel. dk Per bushel.
SACKS INCLUDED.

Hopkinsvilie Members Of
Profession Are on The
Program.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and.which has bees
In use for over 80 years, has borne the signature at
and has been made under his peedrefirif
sonal supervision since its infimeT.
.
, Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

We carry the most complete assortment
of all seeds. viz' Seed Wheat. Barley,
Rye, Winter Turf Oats, Grass, Glover
and Forage Crops.

The second annual meeting of the
Southern Kentucky Medical association will be held in Elkton October
A ndp27.
211am
Write for our Large Tree Catalog No. 55.
Ample arrangements will be made
Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops anti Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
the entertainment of all visitors
for
street.
Seedsmen,
WOOD. STUBBS CO.,
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nareotalt
who are members of the profession.
She had been an invalid for
LOUISVILLE, KY.
. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
substance
A program of unusual interest has
mouths from ills incident to her adand allays Feverishness. It cures Dlarrhma and Wind
h ,en prepared for the occasion.
vanced years. The day before her
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
The address of welcome will be de%DE DEFENDANT IN A death her condition underwent a deStomach and Bowels, giving heilthy and natural sleep.
livered by Dr. W. B. Jefferson, prescided change for the worse and at
1110,000 DAMAGE SUIT
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.
Democrat,
County
Todd
her
the
of
afternoon
ident
yesterday
two o'clock
and the response will be made by
eyes closed in eternal sleep.
ALWAYS
CENUINE
years
r
eighty-fou
was
Dr. Arch Dixon, of Henderson.
Byars
Mrs.
ng
,hr rged With Assaulti
Among the addresses will be "Naold, and was a native of Todd county.
Spiegel Bourland, InHopkinsCatarrh," by Dr. A. H. Eiwards;
of
sat
SURu
resident
been
FROM
She had
ARE REPORTS
mate of Asylum.
in Infants," by Dr. W. W.
"Scurvy
ville ab )ut ten years, and her sweet
ROUNDINC COUNTIES.
Ray, and "Toe Surgical Aspect of
and sympathetic nature, her ChrisTuberculosis," by Dr. C. B. Petrie.
tian usefulness and strength of char(From Saturday's Daily)
of
circle
her
a
devoted
won
The officers of the association are as
acter had
Aid From The Banks---ReDr. Walter A. Lackey, former friendp and admirers. She was a
follows:
turn To Prizing System
Bret assistant physician of the West- member of the Methodist church.
Dr. L. Trabue, Elkton, president;
Looked For.'
ern Kentucky Asylum for the In- She leaves three sons, George ByDr. B. F. Rogers, Bowling Green, 1st
In Use For Over
seam, is made defendant in a $10,000 ars, of Adairville, John Byars, of
vice president; Dr. J. C. Douglas.
11111 OEPITA••••••141011. VW 1•••••• SYWOCIT. Sam Vide ORS
damage suit filed at noon today by Elkton, A. T. Byars, of Nashville,
Franklin. 2nd 'ice president; Dr. T.
Mrs. Maly C. Bourland, of Madison- and one daughter, Mrs. J. C. Duffy, Reports from the different ceunti
Garvin, Horse Cave, 3rd vice presiville, for her son, Spiewal Bourland. of this city. F. M. Byars, of this throughout:the Clarksville tobacco dent; Dr. H. A.Elkourie, Nashville,
, The petition states that Spegal city, was her stepson.
district concerning the result of the th vice president; Dr. L. 0. Rich/lowland had been an inmate of the The remains were taken to Guth- movementhstarted at the Guthrie ardson, Lewisburgh, 5th vice presiasylum for abut two years, and al- rie this morning, and were interred meeting Sept. 24,for the organization dent; Dr. R. L. Boyd, Pembroke'
leges that on March 23, 1904, while at nine o'clock at the family bury- of the tobacco planters to combat the secretary and treasurer.
his arm was bound and he was in lug grounds near that place.
trust and formulate plans for holding
the custody of two attendants, Dr.
tobacco for higher prices, are of the
Lackey, z.ho was at that time acting
vie PERSONAL al%
most encut.ragitig nature. The planas superintendent of the asylum, did
(From Saturday's Daily)
ters seem to be responding generally
lots by the Planters
"wrongfully, wilfully, maliciously
Mrs. Lou Clardy, of Christian to the call for organization and are The sale of
for
sad cruelly beat, bruise, wound and county, and Mrs. Liszie Luck, of coming together en Masse for that Bank fk Trust company as trustee
Friday
respecheld
niece
and
McKee
sister
E.
Nashville,
Aenie
maim the said Spegal Bourland and
District :meetings have Mrs.
B. K. Gold, arrived purpose.
satisfactory in every
which cruel and inhuman beating tively of Mrs.
form branch organize- afternoon :was
to
called
been
Thursday night to see Mrs.Gold who
and wounding was not in the said Is daugerously ill at her home in Jons all over the district preparatory respect. The sale had been extennumLackey's necessary self defense and New Providenoe.—Clarksville Star. to selecting county chairmen whn sively advertised and a large
attended,
bidders
e
prospectiv
1.! was without any justification upon
com- ber of
Mrs. S. C. Cheaney is in the city will constitute the executive
and the bidding was spirited. The
his part, and caused the said Spegal en route te 'Vanier, Tenn., from St. mittee of the parent organization.
located in what is known as
210
Bourland great mental and physical Louis. This is her first visit to her
l'he objection raised that the poorer lots are
most of them are
and
field
Sharp's
pain and suffering and great bodily old home for about six years.
to
class of farmers will not be able
very desirable and will, doubtless,
South
Mrs. M.J. Underwood has returned hold their tobacco for better prices
increase in value as the city
rapidly
by
Attorneys
The snit was brought
from a visit to her sister, Mrs. Vir- has been set at rest by the offers of
in that direction. The total
Main
John Foland and C. H. Bush.
ginia Jones, in Madisonville.
financial aid from banks throughout enlarges
forty-four
the
for
sale
the
of
..mount
Messrs. Gilson Warfieid, Bowling, the entire tobacco belt. Thirty-86ven
about an averStreet
Weston and George Wood have re- banks have offered to back the plan. lots offered was $3,898
brought
which
lots
The
$88.50.
of
age
turned from St. Louis.
better
secure
to
efforts
the
in
up
tens
the highest prices were numbers 1, 2
Hopkins
Miss Lavalett Green is visiting prices for their weed, among them
street,
Walnut
on
front
which
3
ville
and
P.mMrs.W.E. Warfield, near Casky.
beihg the following: Bank of
these bringing $208, $225 and 031 reUnder Arrest at San FrancisBank;
Exchange
Him Johnnie Beard hes returned broke; Mayfield
spectively. Among the i 4argest
color Stealing Coat.
MayfieldFarrners'National;Mayfield purchasers were J. H. Anderson,
from St.Louls
•••••••••••••••••••••
FirstNational; Graves County Bank I John Bell, T. J. Tate, J. P. Tate, J. ••••••••••
Mrs. Alex Wartield is visiting in
Joe Halhattan, well known to the
Knight,
and
Wiufree
McGowan,
&Trust Co.;Mayfield City National; D.
older traveling and hotel men in Nashville.
F. R. Dryer, J P. Thompson,'Up-,
___.................„----Dresden Bank; Weakley County
acthe
most
as
motion
and
Ibis city
'haw Buckner. J. W. Williams
Bank; First National, Fulton, Ky.;
was auctioneer.
complished liar of his day, is under
People's Bank, Adairville; Spring•
arrest at San Francisco, Cal„ charg•
field National; Robertson County
'
Cracey Free of Smallpox.:
-.4 eel with stealing a coat.
of
Trenton;
Bank & Trust Co.: Bank
Melhattan ten years ago was a traBank of Cedar Hill;Bank of Adams; County Health Officer J. B. Jack:
•
voila' man for a big Louisville harde National; First Nation- son states that the town of Gracey•
Clarksvill
AND
SON
AND
CHASED
a
ware concern at a salary of $15,000
al, Clarksville; Bank of Elkton; is now free of smallpox.
,
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.
year. He was an accomplished
First National, Hopkinsville, and
I drummer, and, like many of his
others.
class, a first rate story tellor. He
I A&
I There is a growing tendency among
Daily)
Saturday's
(From
Iw
finally devised the idea of inventing
to return to the old sysfarmers
the
Suit was filed late yesterday afterfakes and telling them to newspaper
t
tern of prising tobacco throughou
We have on display in our show
reporters. In this way be gained noon by .). M. Perkins and Lue E.
e district, and resoluClarksvill
the
I
national noteriely and belted his Perkins against W.C. Perkins, Sr.,
window the handsomest line of
have been passed in some of the Elgin's Guarantee Bond With Mi-otions
for
$1,000 damages.
hard ware huskies..
Pictures, at the prices we have on
counties favoring such a system.
na, Nature's Remedy for
The plaintiffs allege that on OctoFinally he lost his position through
HopThese resolutions will be sent to the
Dyspepsia.
them,ever offered for sale in
drinking and since has been in a cir- ber 12, while the( were attending
committee for action.
executive
postand
plain
following
their
Read the
cue, the Salvation army and became strictly to their own affairsat
,
those who are said to belong tive guarantee that Elgin gives with•
home in North Christian, that the' Even
a fake phrenologist.
,
We melte no excuse for the exto the trust are beginning to predict every box of Mi-o-na that he sells: •
•
It was while delivering a phreno- defendant came on the place armed better prices for tobacco this year,
•
•
on
have
we
S
PRICE
tremely LOW
•
let lecture that he put on another with a shot gun and chased them but whether this is for the purpose
GUARANTCt sores
•
•
They
from
further of warding off the influence of the
home.
's coat and walked off with the away
I hereby agree to refund the rooney paid
them, neither do we limit you to
•
If
box,
empty
of
return
on
•
for bit-o-na
failed
•
Din it. His old Frisco friends are charge thit he used very indecent movement among the farmers re- the purchaser tells me that It has
one picture. Buy all you want so
to cure dyspepsia or stomach troubles. •
be seen.
to
mains
adespecially
profane
ieving
and
language.
a
release,bel
or
his
boxes.
two
secure
to
tog
t
,
This guarantee covers
•
month's treatment. Price, 50c per bon.
dressed toward Mrs. Perkins. They
long as they last.
N.
he hed no Intent to steal the coat.
(Signed) L. L.
•
claim that even after he had run
•
Ml-o-na is the only remedy for'i•
them out of the house that he foli
dyspepsia that is sold on a plain and •
lowed them for several hundred
cost
will
it
tnat
guarantee
absolute
yards and they were forced to hide
nothing unless it cures. Begin its•
miles.
several
'
walk
the
in
and
woods
Hamburg Brings $70,000 at use today with the knowledge that•
fort Marshall's Comedigns
1!
I
motley
the
and
exfatigue
reftind
In..,
Week.
the
is
alleged
It
that
will
Next
Nights
E. L.
Three
Whitney Sale.
it fails.
,"',
citemect caused Mrs. Perkins to be
great
a
,
This is the strongest endorsement•
;" Bart Marshall's comedians
ill and that she also injured her arm
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
next
appear
he can give to MI-o-na,—that he
will
that
Oct.
YORK,
stallb.—The
NEW
't laughing success,
fath-*‘
is
In the flight. The defendant
thoroughly that he
lion Hamburg, one of the studs of believes in it so
All Cemetery Woe%
'reek at Holland's opera house; er of Mr. J. M. Perkins.
the money if it does not
return
will
the late William C. Whitney, was
at Lowest Prices.
03-1017
:",- Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
cure
20
,
to
Harry
10,
Payne
$70,000
Admission
22.
for
sold
and
10,21
OA.
" ,,
Motion for a new trial was filed by
T
'Whitney.
CI A.ST Co
the
defense this morning in the case
The Kind You Have Always Bought
,...'
Beare the
of R. L. Butler against Lee Morris. I
-.fr Grounds Sold.
Foley's Honey and Tar positively Signature
Until further notice I Call
144;eli‘
of
At the recent trial a verdict award- cures all throat and lung diseases.
South
Main Street
Co..
it
A
F
at.
Yost
found
be
ill sold the Guthrie Fair ing the plaintiff $160 was returned. Refuse substitutes.
Gish St Garner's Wild Goose Lini—
neuraland
m
rheumatis
suction Monday. Robert
ment cures
Honey and Tar always
gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all
e purchaser at $8,467 06, stops the cough and heals the lungs. vtratr, Early Risers
deodwtf
druggists.
This Of;oyes Mire anis.
\JrIn sixty-one acre s Refuse substitutcs,

R. WALTER LACKEY

, (From Saturday's Daily)
Mrs. Sallie Byars, a beloved and
venerable lady, died Friday afternoon at the home of her daughter,
Mr. John C. Duffy, on South Main

'

The finest quality Seeds are always
cold under our trade-mark brand
'•Blue Ribbon Seeds.'

What is CASTORIA

VERY ENCOURACINS

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have Always Bought
30 Years.

UP- 1
T ODATE

SATISFACTORY SALE

MILLINERY AND
NOTIONS.
MISS FANNIE ROGERS,
'WM=

Mild LIAR

I

FATHER ElAN AMUCK I

COSTS NOTHING
IF IT FAILS. 1

IS LAUGHING HIT

•

e

picTuREst
PICTURES!!

•

•

HUT STALLION

0

't

Hopper & Kitchen

Monuments
Tombstones Iron
'
Markers
litcolbt

„

tosia-f

leottiogia******,

, 414

,4orssa.
_Aa...

Fencing

iBrio-vsria

UNEVOLIENT ASSOCIATIONS
Of America Use Pe-ru-na For AU
Catarrhal Diseases

WILL MEET MONDAYISKEND11) [CORD MURDERER OF WIFE Ayer Pills
TO PREPARE REPORT TO MAD
E BY THE STATE OF WILL BE
TAKEN
BOARD OF CONTROL.
KENTUCKY.
CLARKSVILLE.

Want your mous
or beard
a
kestaltni brown Ofrig%Kuuse
TO

Vegetable,liver pins.
Is what they are. They

constipation, billet*
sick-headache.
c•

•
BUCKRIGHAMS

rim cat or mums= oa r. mate on

•••••••••••••••••

•
•

Home Committee Visited Thirty-Five Cold
Medals,Six Perpetual Injunction In Uni- •
Henderson, Owensboro,
Grand Prizes, and
versity Case--New Tobac- •
Paducah and Lexington.
•
186 Awards.
co Received.

It Too Don't Buy Clothi
ng From J. T. WALL it CO.
Don't Buy Clothing Right.

You

•
•

•

L. H. Davis, chairman of the location committee for the Widows' and
Orphans' home for the Knights of

(Special to New Era)
ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 19.—Ken-

(Special to New Era.)
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn,, Oct. 19.—
Sheriff C. J. Staton left here
this
morning for Nashville for the
purpose of bringing Robert L. Mitche
ll,
who is Cottfilled in the David
eon
county jail, here for the alleged murder of his wiqi. Mr. Staton will bring
Mitchell here tonight. The latter
will be tried at the November term
of the criminal court

tucky stands far up in the lead in
Pythias of Kentucky and Indiana. the list of award
s made to the exhas returned home after a visit to hibitors of
the LOLthitilla Purchase
Henderson, Owensboro, Paducah Exposi
tion, having a total of 188.
and Lexington.
divided as follows: Six grand prize*,
Mr. Davis reports a nice trip and
thirty-five gold medals, fifty-three
pleasant stay at each town. The lo- silver
medals, seventy-two brow',
cal committees were very active and medals
.
each city offered nice vacant lots
This rocord, too, is made in the
and land, as well as improved prop- face of
the fact that there were only
erty. The opportunity for the three
In the chancery court- here Judge
Kentuckians on the juries of
Knights to .get splendid property at awards.
Stout granted a perpetual injunction
MRS. HENRIETTA A. S. MARSH.
reasonable prices, together with a
The weed that Sir Walter Raleigh in the case of the Southwestern PresWoman's Bones.lent Association of
nice cash bonus from either city is made
respectable and that Kentucky byterian University vs. the Synod of
Mrs. Henrietta A. S. Marsh, President excellent.
made famous occupies four big Tennessee et al. This suit was
Woman's Benevolent Association, of
The committee will meet at Frank- blocks—eac
VI Jackson Park Terrace, Woodlawn,
h block covering °so r 4, brought Li prevent further efforts on
Chicago, ill., says:
lin Monday, the 24th inst., and form- 600 square
feet—i
n the central n:tve the part of the Preaby-terlat.s of
"I suffered with la grippe for seven
ulate its repose with their recom- of the Palace
weeks and nothing helped me until I
of Agriculture, and the Georgia to tetnove the university
tried Peruna. I felt at once that I had mendation to the Board of Control, Kentucky exhioi
t occupies
- from Clarksville to Atlanta, there to
at last secured the right medicine and which will in turn
make recom- fourth of the entire space. Ai! the form a part of a great Southern etiokept steadily improving. Within three
mendation to the Grand Lodge, tobacc
o states—Tennessee, Mary- cat:olial institution. Complainants
weeks I was fully restored."—Henrietts
Which
meets the following day.
Marsh.
S.
A.
land, Virginia and Connectieu — prayed fol an injunction to prevent
, La Grippe is epidemic catarrh. Pernlined up here against Kentucky and further efforts along this line, which
a* is of national fame as a sure cure for
compet
ition was keen. Bit* the j'iry was granted as above. The case goes
eatarrh in all phases and steam
(From Wednesday's Daily)
If you do not derive prompt and satisknew a good thing and Ke'ducky to the supreme court.
factory results from the use of Peruna,
Mrs. A. H. Edwards and her moth- walked off
with five grail prizes,
write at once to Dr. Hartman,giving a er, Mrs.
L. R. Shelby, returned yesThe first load of 1944 leaf tobacco
full statement of your case and he will
thirteen gold medals, thirteen silver
terday from the St. Louis fair.
to
be pleased to give you his v•luable adbe received on the Clarksville
medals and eighteen bronze medals.
vice gratis.
Mrs. Frank Dennis, of Earlington,
marke
t, was delivered yesterday to
One of the grand prizes was given to
Address Dr. Hartman, President of is In the city visiting friend
s and relDs Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus.ill atives.
the State of Kentucky for the best R W. Bogard'e factory by Tom Dili,
exhibit of the kind in the entire of near Oakwood, this county. The
Col. E. G. Sebree, of Henderson,
twenty•four acres of displays iiithe quality was medium. The price was
was in town today.
building. It was marked 98, three private, but is said to have been betMrs. R. Carey,of Cincinnati, revismere
than necessary to bring it ter than was paid for the same qualiting her aunt, Mrs. Sue Hewlitt, on
within the grand prize charmed ity at this time last season.
South Virginia street.
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Nfr PERSONAL

KITH WC SUDDEN

FELL AS HE AROSE FROM
Miss Annie Dycus, of Elkton, is circle. The other four grani prizes
HIS BED.
visiting Miss Annie White.
Went to individual exhibitors.

Mrs. Mary Gold, wi:e of B. K.
Gool,,e prominent local tobacco broker, died here aged sixty-four years,
from heart troub.e, following pneumonia. She was a member of oho of
the most prominent familiee In this
section. The burial took place this
morning.

•
•

n••• oaf
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If fit.

I

MIN, %MO

If you want the newest, lat•
*est, up-to-date Cravenette call at
•
:once. Nothing shown in hop's
:kinsville like them.
•
•

The Campbell & Cumming. CO., of
Mr. Hodge Page, of Elkton is atFrom Wednesday's Daily.
Louisville, was awarded one of the
tending the carnival.
Eugene Word, son of Mr. A. E
Messrs. Herndon Greer, Lou Ed- grand prizes for leaf tobacco, AfriWord, of Herndon, died suddenly
wards and Will Dudley,of Princeton can types.
this morning about 2 O'clock. The
are attending the carnival.
William H. Cummings & S-:n, of
young man had been ill for seven
M. Charlton weat to Hcpkinsville Hopkiesvillet was awarded a gold
weeks of typhoia fever but was conyesterday to visit his brother, J. T. medal for leaf tobacco, Africa
n type.
valescent. Id the n.ght he attempted Charlt
on... Miss Daisy Williams, of
W. B. Kennedy, of Hopkinsville
to arise but fell to the floor and ex- Hopkinsville, who has
The tenth ledge of Odd Fellows
been the guest
end Paducah, was awarded a silver
pired before medical assistance could of her brother, pr. J. P. Williams,
has been formed in this comity, runmedal for dark leaf tobacc,,.
re,Th him. Heart disease was the on Center street for the last three
ning the total membership in Montweeks, returned home yesterday
Awards to the number of •e v tycause of his death.
gomery county alone up to about 900.
J. W. Pyle, of Dallas,Texas who has five
Kentucky's general agriculMr. Word was just twenty years of been the
This county is the seat of,the Tenguest of his cousin, J. W. tural exhibi
t have not satisfied the
age. He was a member of the Bap Pyle, of the Jounty, left
nessee
Old Fellows' home, and this
yesterday direct
or of exhibits for the Kentuctist Church and was very popular for Hopkinsville.—Henderison Oleanfact is largely responsible for the
ky commission, and he has appealed
with all who knew him. The re- e-.
great interest taken here in the orto
the saperior jury for a grand prize
Mr.
John
C. Duffy went to Madimains were buried in Hopewell cemder.
on
the
exhibi
t
as
whole,
a
sonville on legal business today.
hod there
etery this afternoon.
is every reason to believe that this
The Rev. J. R. McAfee and family,
Marriages In County.
request will be granted. The seven
of Cadiz, were in the tity today.
Library Hours.
ty five awards are divided into eight
(From Wednesday's Daily.
Mr. E. S. Bomberger, of ielienss golds, eleven silvers and fifty-six
The hours for the public library
Mr. Willie Henderson and Miss
boro, is the guest of his nephew,:-CA. bronzes.
have been changed to from 2 to 4 p. William Lewis
J. B. Walker, of Christian county, Mottle Coussey, a popular young
Bamberger.
in., on Tuesdays and Saturdays for
E wieh to inform the public
Mrs. Johnny Mills Campbell has was awarded a bronze medal for eon) coupe of Carl, were married at the
that we are handthis winter.
returned from a trip to the New Eng- and seed.
home of the bride today. The groom
ling the most complete and uptodate line
of
land'states.
is nioeteeti years of age end the
COOK and HEATING stoves ever broug
ht
From Tuesdays Daily.
to this town. The very hest makes
bride is seventeen.
of this country,
Mrs. S. L. Bowling will leave this
and our price, are as cheap as others
Mr. Walter Boyd, of Newsdead.
ark for second
afternoon for.Clarksville to visit her,
grade makes.
and Miss Addle Major, of Beverly,
sons, Mersrs. James and Georg
e Subject of Address by Mr. will be married today. The partie
Why buy a cheap second -grade stove
s
when we
Bowling.
can sell you a NO I make for less
are popular members of South Chi is/ Smith Before Missionary
money. Try one of
Miss Mary Peyton Moore returned
our cook and heating stoves and you
tian society.
wont be botheryesterday from St. Louis.
Meeting.
ed with indigestion and cold feet. A
sure cure f 1r
Miss Bettie Lee Smith has returnEngagement Announced.
these ailments
ST. LOUIS, Oct. 19.—The meeting
ed from St. Louis.
The following cards were received
Note the makes and judge far yourself.
yesterday of the noissionarii a of the
South
Monday:
To he delivered from Sept Mr. R.J. Settle, of Paducah,is vis- Christian churc
Bend,
Malleable, Venus, Boss Swag, 0. K.,
h was under the ausiting friends in tile city.
Jewell
,
Mr. and Mrs. Julio P.. Brasher an- 4
Dukes, Modem ° Oak, The Boss, Sot
pices of the American Christian Mis19th to 24. To be fat and Mrs. J. B. Lauder
Blast and the
nounce the marriage of their daughhas returned
celebrated land world renowr ed /Radia
sionary Society, "Home Missions"
nt Home.
full feathered. Write, phone from Empire.
ter, Kate, to Mr. Ira Parish, on the
No other makes compare with this
being the principa! topic of Munelot. They are
Judge W. P. Black, of Crider, is
twenty-fifth day of October, one I
in a class to themselves and are
or call and see us for prices. visiting his daughter, Mrs. James mon. The report of the Acting
branded the best
thousand, nine hundred and four,
Makes of America. Come to us for your
West. Judge Black is the Demo- Board of tile American Christian
stoves. We
Madisonville, Kentucky.
cratic nominee for county judge of Missionary Society was submit
can beat all competitors.
ted
At home after November first.
Celdwell county.
by Benjamin L. Smith, of CincinMrs. George Kolb and Miss Dell nati. The session was concluded
Two Branch Lines.
9th St., near L. & N. Depot. Gaines have returned from St. with an address by Harry D. Smith,
Louis.
of Hopkinsville, Ky., on "Leaders
Phone 26-3.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mr. W. J. Oliver, of Knoxville, is
Mr. and Mil. McClure Kelly, of Who Lead."
How ton, Tex., are visiting the famSan Francisco was selected as the here today in conserence with Tenily of Mr. Walter Kelly.
next meeting plane of the convention nessee Central railrohd officials,says
Mrs. Mabel Page of Elkton, and and the follow
ing officers were elect- the Nashville Banner. He is doing ,
Miss Ella Keeling )f Nortonville,
some work for the road and will
---OPare visiting the family of Mr. R. e. ed:
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••
Presid
ent,
E.
L. Powell, of Louis- probably take a contract to do more.•
Lawson, Jesup's Ave.
Two
branch lines are to be extended •
ville, Ky.; Secretary, J. F. Gormly,
Whe
n
Other Cigars Can't Plea
Miss Daisy Williams has returned
se
wants to SELL you
Portland; Treasurer, C. J. Meare, Into the Cumberland plateau coal •
from a visit to Henderson.
•
fiells,
and
Mr.
Oliver
will
Cincinnati.
TRY A
contract
LIME, CINDERS,
Annual Meeting.
•
to do the work.

ij T. WALL 8,10.1
Stoves!
Stoves! Stoves!

Wanted,
5,000 Geese

LEADERS WHO LEAD.

C. W. WIlEY di CO

Planter's Hardware Co.,

Palmer Graves,

llopkirksville Lime Wotks
ROCK and DIRT

The annual meetilig of the stock'also BUY
holders of the Illinois' Central RailCORD WOOD and
road Company will be held today in
Second-hand Barrels Chicago. In peirenance of the usual
PHONES—Homo. Residence 10119; custom the zompany has issued
more
Kiln 1258. Cumberland: Residence, than 850 passes to the
holders of its
VA.
stork.

,

No Change Expected.

•

Gold
CASTOR IA •
•

The House of Bishops of the Epis
copal church voted against the remarriage of any divorced persou.
For Infants
No change in tile preset law is looked for, however, as it is thought the
Bears the
House of Deputies will not recede
Signature of
from their vote of 1st week.

and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought •

Standard
cENT

FIVE,
Alwars the Sarnet

Arwara

the Bert./
1444‘ ao••••••••••••••••••••••
•iv

Jr

•

MORE PREMIUM ADDED
0 Elbe NEW ERA'S GIFT DISTRIBUTION
The interest aroused in the New Era's Gift Distribution has exceeded the fondest hopes of the management
and they have decided to add three additional premiums to the list, making a total of thirty exceptionably valuable articles to be given away on Dec. 28th.
Premium No. 28.

Premium No.30

1-12---$5.00 Worth of Dental WorN.

A Brownie KodaK

0

, 1 When a person's teeth begin to decay and ache the
4 intist is always the man to be consulted. The pern drawing this premium will be entitled to $5 00
orth of dental work of any kind desired at the Louitillt
ra ville Dental Parlors in the Summers building. This
. /
ill be the highest grade work and placed at reguip

•

Did you ever take pictures? If not you
helve no idea of the pleasure to he gotten
out of a kodak. Every one knows the high
Standard of the Eastman Kodaks, and the
Brownie never falls to give the best results
It takes a picture 21-2 bv 2 1-2 Inches, using
the celebrated Eastman Cartridgc roll film
which loads in daylight without the use of

Premium No. 29.

a dark room. It bee a very rapb.1 lens and
Is fitted for either time or instantaneou,
exposures. This kodedi is also fitted with, a
view tinder by means of which the picture
is located on the film. This premium also
Includes one roll of film. N. M. Moss 5 co.
are local agents for Eastman Kodak, and
supplies and this premium will be selected
at VAS store by the winner.

LOCKE

ADDING

MACHINE.

Every one knows that 2 and 2 make 4 but
when
long columns of figures are to be added mistakes
are
very liable to be made. When the adding Is done
by
mechanical means there is not only a certainty
that
tbe result is correct but the time saved is a great
factor in these busy day... Tat premium will pc yrs
especially valuable if won by a bookkeeper.

•

For full particulars of the Gift Distribution see big ad.
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thence with another of their lines S
74 W 5 poles to a stake N-W. corner
from cabin; thence with another of
his lines S. 18 E 27% poles to agate
Christian Circuit Court, Ky. post; thence with another of said
Atidther of the White Boys
Annie L. Barger and others
linen S. 8. E. 104 poles to a stone in
agalost
HORSE RAN AWAY ON
WELLS WAS KNOCKED
the field in the line of the old road_
Has Left Home.
E. H. Perkins and others
TOBACCO GROWERS WILL
way dm., thence with another of his
WEST 7TH STREET.
DOWN ON ROAD.
•
By virtue of a judgement anE
iteyr lines S.
dclourd
MEET SATURDAY.
87 W.34% poles to a stake in
of sale of the Christian Circuit Court
S. J. S. White, a farmer living five
road, Barker's line; thence with his
rendered at the September term
line N.7% W.183,
.miles south of Hopkinsville on the
, poles to the be- s
thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I
McCown Says He Acted iril Clarksville pike, is in the city today Carded to Residence of His shall proceed to offer for sale at the ginning, containing 110 acres.
TRACT No. 5. Beginning at the Formal Call Is Issued by the
court house door, in Hopkinsville,
beif-Defense and Has {looking for his twelve-year-old son, Sister.—Prominent Trigg
original northwestern corner; thence
Christian County
Ky., to the highest and best bidder,
'Luther, who, he states, left home
County Farmer.
Surrendered.
with Mrs. Rust and Grinstead's line
at public auction, on Monday, the
Committee.
Sunday between 1 and 2 p. m., and,
.
S. 3 W.118% poles to a post at the
7th day of November, 1904, between
end of a lane, M. B. McElwain and
he thought, had come toward Clarksi
the hours of 11 a. m. and 2 p. m.,
vine. Be believes the lad has be(being county court day) upon a cre- John S. Perkins' corner; thence
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
F. B. McCown and B. F. Wella
with their line S. 86W.81 poles to a
A call is hereby issued for precinct
come tired of work in the tobacco
Wile driving into town this firm- dit of six and twelve months, the stone in field, another corner
of KIrkinaus•Ille, became Medved
to said conventions to
following described property, towit:
be held in every preintended going to an aunt ing the horse of Mr. Ed Thomas,
patch
and
of
In a difficulty over the measurement
A farm lying in Christian county, McElwain and Perkins; thence with cinct of Christian
in South Pittsburg, Fenn. The pa- Cadiz, became frightened
county, to take actheir
line
N.
3 W. 88% poles to a
and ran Kentucky, on the waters of the west
of a pike road being constructed in
stone dm, in the original west boun- tion in the matter of organizing tolice here have heard nothing of the away on West Seventh street throw- fork of Red
River and consisting of
'north Christian and the latter was
dary line; thence with said line N. bacco growers. All tobacco growers,
lad and no trace of him can be found lug him from the buggy and
severe- five tracts or parcels which are de- 67 E.92
knocked insensible with an iron bar.
poles to the beginning, con- whether they wish to join
sci
ibed
as
so far.—Clarksville Star.
follows:
or not, are
ly injuring him. Some ladies were
It was first thought that Wells'skull
taining 56 acres.
Tract No. 1. Beginning at a new
I invited to attend these meetings at 2
driving along behind him when the
was fractured, but an examination
Said tra3ts will be sold in followcorner of said E. B. Perkins in Mas' p. m . on Saturday, Oct. 22,
accident occurred and summoned sie's line; thence with
showed that the bone was not crushOM missioner's
said line S. 88 ing order: Tract No. 3 first, tracts
The persons designated below will
help for the injured man. He was ta- E. 47 poles to a stone Ac. said Miss- Nos. 1 and 2 together second, and
ed. MeCowan immediately came
be
present to call the cossventions to
tracts
Nos.
4
and
5
together
last.
kes to the residence of his sister, sie's corner; thence with another of
here and surrendered. He states
For tile purchase price the purch- order and receive signatures to
his
lines
S.
33
35)
(or
E.
poles
t
22%
)
the
Mrs. John Quick on Ninth street,
•
that Wells was advancing upon him
aser must execute bond with approv- constitutio
n and by-laws of the assoChristian Circuit Court, Kentucky. and a physician called who pro- a stake; thence with another of his
yerith an open knife when he struck
lines N.67% E.69% poles to a stone, ed surity or surIties, bearing legal ciation
C W Johnston
covering seventeen counties:
nounced Isis injuries as very severe,
E. R. Perkins corner; thence acmes Interest from the day of sa`e until
\ him. Both men are prominent in
against
Equi0 though it
is
believed
net
they
will
Precinct
Chairmen.
the field S. 3 E.88% poles to another paid and having the force and effect
the vicinity of their home. Mr. Mc- Zack gtegar and J M Starling
\
, itte
By virtue of a judgment and order prove alarming. The worst injuries new corner; thence with said E. R. of a replevin bond. Bidders will be Palmyra--Gabe Campbell.
own Is deputy state organizer for
of sale of the Christian circuit court, are about the head..
Perkins' line N. 85 E. Si roles to a prepared to comply promptly with' Longview—R. H. Hires.
It is not known what caused the
the American i-tociety of Equity.
rendered at the June term thereof,
post at the end of a lane, formerly I these terms
Beverly—El W.Steger.
1904. in the above cause, I shall pro- horse to run away. Mr. Thomas is Grinstead; thence with said line S. 3
DOUGLAS BELL,
Caaky—Wiu
ston Henry.
one
of
leading
the
farmers of the Ca- W.82
ceed to offer for sale, at the court
Master Commissioner. I
poles:to an old corner; thence
neighborho
diz
od
is
and
well
Gordonfiel
known
d—T. M. Barker.
_
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
. N. 84 E. 2% poles; thence S. 1,1 E. 32
South Pembroke—Issac Garrott.
the highest and best bidder at public here where he has had extensive' pules Massie'm corner; thence with
auction. on Monday, the 7th day of business trausactione.
Brent's Shop—J. B. Walker.
his line S. 82% W. 107 poles to a
November, 1904. between the hours
Christian Cirzult Court, Ky.
st-,ne; thence S. 11 E.70 poles;thence
Newstead—A. M. Henry.
of 11 a. m. and 2 p, m., (being county
E C Minor's Adm'r. et al)
S. 80 W. 101 poles to a Stone and
Gracey—P. W. Baker.
Equity.
. Against
court day) upon e credit of six
pointers; thence N. 10W. 102 poles;
Lissie L. Minor et al.
North Pembroke—Tom Johnson.
months, the following described
thence
N. 10 E. 10 poles to a stone;
By virtue of a jeclem-nt and order property,
Edwards' Milt—W. L. Parker.
to-wit:
I thence N. 10 W. 18% poles to a stake FOR COUNCILMAN IN
THE
of sale of the Chts.stian Circuit
Christian Circuit Ceurt, Ky.
A certain tract or parcel of land in
Perry's School House—C. W. Smith.
Ac., E. R. Perkins' new corner;
Court, rendered at the September
L. Yenta
SEVENT
H
WARD
the southwestern portion of Chris/
,
thence with his line 'N. 87 E. 34%
Lafayette—
Jeff Moore.
above
against
Equity.
thereof,
190.,
In
the
term
I
tian county, Ky., on the waters of S. J. Hays and S. D.Haye
1 poles to a stone in the field in the
alum, I shall proceed to offer for
Bennettatown—Jnho Stevenson.
Little river, and being the same
By virtue of a judg ent end order , line of old roadway; thehee with ansal', at the cairn house door in HopHowell—W. W. Radford.
tract of land which was conveyed to of sale of Christian circuit court, I other of his lines N.8 W. 104 poles to
kit:110110, Ky.. so the highest and
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Bainbridge—R. C. Hopson.
Zack Steger by George Steger. and rendered at the September term . a gate pest;Ihence with another of
beet bidder, at public aue,ion, on
Pursuant to a call issued by the East's School
which is bounded as follows, to-wit: thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I his lines N. 18 W. 27% poles to a
House—John East.
Monday the 7th day of November.
Beginning at a stake in the south shall prooeed to offer for sale, at
committee, the Democrats of the West
city
stone
N-W
from
cabin;
thence with
Crofton—W. H. Martin,
the
1904, between the hours of 11 a. m. boundary
tine of the tract of land court house door in Hopkinsville, I another of his lines N.74 E. 5 poles Seventh ward met todsy at 1 o'clock
Lantrip's—J. N. Murphy.
sad 2 p.. m. (being County Court conveyed
to S. T. FDI by J. T. Dan- Ky., to t:te highest and best bidder , to a stone; thence N. 21W. 30 pole. at Mabry'e
stable in mass convention Bluff Springs— F II.
day) upon a credit of six months.
McCown.
gerfield
;
thence
said
with
1
to
line
the
S
beginning,
61,4
eontainidg
at
auction,
publis
220 to select a
on Monday, the
sou, following cie.d.rihrsd property,
Democratic nominee for Dogwood—H. B Lindsay.
,-,
W 156 poles to a stake and pointers, itli day of November, 1904, between i
fcii
ChrisIt,
acres
lie
to-wit:
the S E corner to the 40% acre parcel the hours of 11 a. 01. and 2 p. m., l acr
rIl
Baker's Nlill—Geo H. ::;yers.
iA uT NO. 2. The second tract the city council.
tian county Kenturky b ,unded as conveyed
Larkin T. Brasher, secretary of East Crotton—J
03 of said Dangertield (being county court day), upon a tin a tembered tract'and bounded
A. Boyd.
follows, to wit; _B-ginning at a pertract; thence with a line of said 40% credit of 6 months for the land and 8(as follqw 8: Begiuning a t a the cit ; committee, called the
con- Concord—A enry Myers.
simmon bush, or tree, on the road, acre tract
N 1,3 E 146 poles to a months for the personality the fol- white oak ,. the original corner: thence vention to order.
James W. Yancey Hopkinsville—Five
eontes to children's 2-8th.. Interest; stake
precincts to m tot
in the center of a pond, corner lowing described property to wit:
with Massse's line S 8fr E 84% poles
therms with line thereof N 813 IV 188
was elected c;otirinati and Elijah together at
the
to the said 40% acre tract; thence N
court
stake
to
a
arid
pointers,
A
house—S. G.
certain
B.
E.
tract or parcel of land in
Perpoles to a stone In the original west 82% K
60 piles loft stake west of a Christian county. Ky., containing 46 kin.' new corner; thence with hie Armstrong secretary.
B tick oar. r of:
line; thence with came 9 8 W 116 barn; therce S 11
There were two cued' tastes, J. J.
W WI, poles ti a acres, more or less, and bounded as line N 22 W 76% poles to a stone is,
By
poles to a stone, landy's corner.; stake;
thence S 711).i E 98% poles to a follows, to wit:
Barker's line; thence with his line Moore, the incumbent. and A. B.
E. D. Jones, chairman,
thence with his line S 80 E 1913 stake,
thence S 6 W 85 poles to the
Beginning at an elm, T. H. Berry's N 88 W 8434 to a stone In Barker's
poles to a stake; thencie again with beginning, containing
R. F. Rives,
79 acres, inure S W corner; thence down the drain line; thence with his line N 22E 76%
BvTili
kteutv
"
ote was taken by the adherTandy and the road N 3 E 72 poles to or less.
D. J. McCord,
poles to the beginning, containing
Obles
to
1-2
a
94
large
white
oak;
a stone; thence again with road N 88
ents of each candidate lining up on
Said land is sold for the payment thence 13 ii E 18 poles to a stake, 40% acres.
J. T. Walker,
W 58 poles to stone; thence again ment of debts and for division.
s
TRACT
•
standing at the intersection of the
NO. 8. Beginning at a different sides of the street. Mr.
M. M. Lacy,
the
with said road N 8 E 47 poles to
For the purchase price, the pur- Hubbard spring branch with the gate post (S. B. McElwain's corner) Moore received thirty votes and Mr.
S. J. Lowry,
beginning. Said land is sold for the chaser
must execute bond with ap- main branch; thence up said thence with division line (between Benton forty-eight.
' The chairman
settlement of decedent's estate.
R. C. Hopson,
proved surety or sureties, bearing main branch, with Its meanders McElwain and Perkins) S 80 E 104
then declared Mr. Benton elected,
For the purchase price, the pur- legal
M. H. Carroll,
interest from the day of sale S 16 W 6 poles, S. 34 W 8 poles, S 19 poles to a stake in the field in a line
chaser must execnte bond with ap • until paid
and having ;he force and W 18 poles to a stake hi said branch of old road; thence with another of and the result was certified to the
Committee
proved surety or sureties, bearing effect
of a replevie bond. Bidders with pointers on either batik; thence their (McElwain and Perkily) divis- city committee who will formany de---••••••••••legal interest from the day of sale will be prepared to comply
promptly S 68 1 2 W 108 pales to a stake; ion line, S 87 W 34% poles to a stak 3 o ere him to be the nominee.
The Italian Contract.
until paid and have the force and ef- with these
terms.
N 1 E 72 poles to a post oak, its John in the road, Barker's line; thence
tooa NeBliemyewe.,cLEherse
fits.7
Messrs. Dunning and Tandy
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders will
have
DOUGLAS BELL,
Would N
Steel's line; thence with els line N with his line N 7% W 18% poles to a
gal.
let to Fields Bros., at Fulton,
be prepared to comply with these
the
Master Commissioner. 63 E 113 poles to the beginning.
I rock, Elf l'erkins'original beginning
Special
)
contract for buying tobacco for
Dousst.As Been,
terms.
the
corner;
thence
with a new line N lb
Also the following described perFRANKFO P
Oct. 18— coming year for the Italian governMaster Commissioner.
1 E 84% poles to the beginning, and
sonal property. to wit:
t
an eScrtay y will ment, while to Gardner and Walter
Mr. Franks Speaks.
One seven year old bay mare, nam- I containing 11 acres.
goes the contract for the
today
refused to
Mayfield
ut the names of
At Grace Church.
1 TRACT No. 4. Beginning at a
ed Maude.
distriot. For the Martin, Tenn.,
diethe
-nominees
(
stone,
4
the
(From Wednesday's Daily.)
an
old corner t3 Barker Ste.,
Peoples' party triot, th,
Also one mule to be described on
contract goes to Richard
Miss Edna Martin,the accomplish- E. T. Franks, of Owensboro,
I thence with his line north 56% west for congress in the First and Third Lewis and
sale.
of
day
colRichard Moss.
ed instructor in vocal music at South
Or sufficient thereof to produce the 134 poles ti another stone,one of Bar- districts on the official ballot, because
The Murray contract has
lector of internal revenues for the
not been
'Kentucky college, will have charge
corners
kers
in
edge
of timber; the
Sums of money ordered to be made,
petitions were not filed within fully decided upon yet. Mr. Griffin
of the singing at Grace church. In Second Kentucky district, epoke at amounting to $210.98. For the pur- thence with his line north 88 west
bought
there the past year for
addition to tie. ming the choir, she the courthouse this afternoon to a chase price, the purchaser must exe- 44% poles to a new corner of Mary B the time prescribed by the law.
the
Italian government.
am metier solos at the services. small crowd, one-half being negroce. cute bond with approved surety or 1 McElwain and John S. Perkins.;
sureties, hearing legal interest from thence with a line thereof N. 22 E.
_Force is beautiful and the church Mr.
Annual Sermon.
Franks wore a large RooseveltNotice to Creditors.
the day of sale until paid and having 76% poles to a itoue and pointets in
ps c•stsgretulated in seeuring
At the meeting of the Kentucky
All
Fairbanks
persons holdlrg slaims
campaign
button
and
carreplevie
the force and effect of a
Massie's hue; thence with said line Synod
able eery ens.
against
of the Seuthern Presbyterian estate of J. M.
ried the Repubtican handbook for bond. Bidders will be prepared to
k,
P'Pool dee'd, will file
134%
E.
poles
88
to
S.
a
stone
near a church
mien
at Sh lb in
1914, from which he read copious ex- comply promptly with these
dlieriff 6,s
d y, the them properly proven with me at
terms. I gate, corner to 'McElwain and John
No.
12. W. 7th St.,
tritest'. Mr. Franks made no refer- • - DOUGLAS BELL,
ands at L.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
S. Perkins; hence with their line S. ammed sermon was delivered by the
I
temesue '
ibefore
ence to Broncho's ghost.
Dec.
1st, 1904.
Muter Commissioner. 21 E. 80 poles to a stake near a cabin; ; Rev. Dr. J. E. Fogartie, of this city.
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THE NEW ERA

UNTIL NOVEMBER15

:-PDHLISHED:itt-

New Era Printing & Publish's!Co
NO CAME CAN BE KILLED
IN THE STATE.

OFFICE:-New Ere Badding, Seventh
etreet, near Main, tinekinsville, Ky.

CURES
ALL
KIDNEY
AND
BLADDER
DISEASES

It Doesn't Scare Folks
to be

$1.00 A- YEAR;

told the truth about

deseived at th, poeuellne in Ronal nay Dts
as seeond-eleas mail matter

Friday. Oct. 21, 1904
-CLUBBING RATES:The WIRSZLIr New EaA and the following
year:
1150
Wek Courier-Journal
Merail-Weekly tit. Louis Repubtto
150
•
175
Eteii-Weekly Olobe-Demoorat
160
Weekly clncinsati Enquirer.
1 50
Semi-Weekly Nashville Americo.
.
150
Weekly Louisville Commercial
1M
Tr -Weekly New York World
i50
Daily Louisville Poet .. . ..
5%
HOMO and Farm
National Magasine-Roaton...........175
175
Weekly Atlanta Constitution
Weekly New York Tribune......1%
176
Tril•Weehly New York Tribune
Farmer's Home Journah new
ellibeorlbers only.
1 75
.
postai Clubbing rates with au magasims
,
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published in the United States
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Lion Coffee

The scare-crow coffees are those
that hide undera glazing of factory
eggs, glue and such stuff.
Lion Pe is Pure, wholesome,
tingla3d, Itch in flavor arid uniform
In strength. The air-tight, sealed
package insures eh:manna', freshness and'unifortnity.

Even Rabbits arProtected-.
Quail Cannot Be lold
At All.

Good results are expected' from
the new same ftrw
. Which is now in
effect in' Kentucky, and the most ef-

fective provision of it is the section
that they fought for safe counsels in
which forbids the killing of rabbits
the administration of their governbetween September 16 and Novemment, for the protection of our naber 15. Rabbits are now protected by
tional mission against interruption
law for the first time in Keetucky
and Lperversion, for the increased
and the purpose of this is to prevent
comfort of the people In their homes
hunters from going out„ ostensibly to
and for the defense of their interests
shoot
rabbits, but in reality to shoot
against the encroachments of organpartridges. The mere fact that the
ized selfishness and greed."
hunter is in the field with a gun will
DIRECTORY.
be
prima facie evidence that he is
John Sharp 'William,' speech at
Outetirr UOtrar-First Monday in June
violating
the law, whereas under the
was as
and fourth Monday in February and Sep- Louisville, last week,
emberconvincing as it was entertaining. old law he might escape by saying
QuawriaLT Ootrarr--Seoond Mondays
Hie logic, no less than his humor, he was hunting raObits and not parla January, April. July and October.
tridges.
1Puio•LOotrwr-PIrst Tuesday in April worked his 3,000 hearers
tip to a vcsae 3etober.
The law prohibiting the sale of par0ousyr Oounr-First Monday in every ciferous expression of approval. It
tridges
is also in effect now, and it
month.
is practically the opening gun in the
fight in the Fifth district and his re- will be felt during the winter at the
verberations have filled the Repub- restaurant', which will not be able to
- ADVERTISING RATES:ineiWttlon
1160
Bret
inch,
One
licans with alarm. They have nom- serve partridges unless they can
100
One/sea,one month .....
show that the birds were killed out
000 inated a weak ticket
Oa* inch, three months
composed of
000
One taeh, six months'.
side Kentucky. As many other
ntaItinek one year
. 300 bolting Democrats who will not
be
Mama rotes may be bad by appliessupported ever, by the Republicans states have the saute Boa, of a law as
the °aloe.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
advanee.
there being a feeling among the rank was passed by the last legislature in
Marge& for yearly advertisements will be,
and file that this undesirable elemei.t Kentucky, it is probable that par&tested quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spootridges will be scarce at dinners and
ohargowt
should
be
will
Urn,
ordered
for
not be encouraged.
until
led
out.
late suppers. Tne following are the
Aanounoementa of Marriage. and Deaths,
not exceeding dye lines, dud netting of
Kentucky laws regulating game:
preaching published gratis.
Deafness can
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not by Cured

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE will positively cure any case
of Kidney or Bladder disease that is not beyond the reach
of medicine. No medicine can do more.
If you notice any irregularities, commence taking.
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE at once and avoid a fatal malady.
BELOW IS A TESTIMONIAL FROM ONE OF THE &ANY THOUSANDS
WHO HAVE BEEN CURED BY THIS GREAT MEDICINE.
A. H.Thurness,

Mgr. Wills Creek Coal Co., Buffalo, 0., writes:"I have been afflicted
Mar 1-Sept 1
by local applications, as they can not Deer
with
kidney
and
bladder trouble for years, passing gravel or stones with excruciaRabbit
(except
with dogs or in
reach tne diseased portion of the ear.
ting pains. Other medicines only gave relief. After taking Foley's Kidney Core
snares)
Sept 15-Nov 16
'Imre is only one way to cure deafthe result was surprising. A few doses started the brick dust like fine stones, etC.,
lees, and that is by constitutional iquirrel (black, gray or fox)....
Feb. 1-Nov 16
remedies. Deafoess is caused by an
and now I have no pain across my kidneys and I feel like a new man. Felmea
inflamed condition of the mucous quail, partridge, pheasant
For President.
Kidney Cure has done me 81000 worth of good."
ALTON Li. PARKER,
Jan 1-Nov. 15
lining of the Eustachian tube. When
of New York.
this tube is inflamed you have a Wild turkey.
Feb 1-Sept 1
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, Dove
Feb 1-Aug 1
and when it is entirely closed, deafFor Viee-President,
Feb 1-June 20
ness is the result, and unless the in- Woodcock
HENRY 0. DAVIS.
flamation can be taken out and this Wood duck, teal or other duck,
ofJWeet:Virginia.
tube restored to its normal condition.
goose
Apr 1-Aug 16
hearing will be destroyed forever;
The
following addition to the game
For Congress,
nine cases out et ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an in- law were made by the legislature at
HON. A. 0. STANLEY,
flamed condition ol the mucous surof„Henderson.
the last session:
faces.
We will give one hundred dollars
No person shall kill, or pursuewith
for any case of deafness (caused by
OURS IS A "WORLD
such
intant,or have in his possession
catarrh) that can not be cured by
POWER."
Hail's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir when so killed any rabbit or squirrel
culare free.
between the 15th day of September
The United States Has Not Recently
F J. CHENEY &CO ,
Attained That Distinction.
end the 16th day of November in
Toledo. 0.
Sold by d rtigitists, 75e,
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- each year. Provided any one may
"Ours is a world power, and as such
catch raebits with dogs, or in snares.
It must be maintained, but I deny that siipatioti.
Effective Sunday June 5th.
it is at all recently that the United
That it shall be unlawful in the
States has attained that eminence. Our
state of Kentucky, at any time, to
TRAIN NO. 1. Pseesnger-Dally.
country became a world power over a
Lv. Hopkinaville
6.16am
buy, sell, expose for sae, offer for
Ar. Clarksville..
century ago, when, having thrown off
719 am
Ar.
Ashland
sale
have
or
in
possession
City
816 am
for
the
foreign domination, the people estabAr. Nashville
9.16 am
purpose of bartering or selling any
lished a free government, the source
And Had as Many Clothes
TRAIN NO 8. Daily-Passenger.
of whose authority sprung, and was
wild turkeys, pheasants. grouse, parLv. Hopkinsville
410 p m ,
continuously to proceed, from the will
as an lgorrote.
Ar. Clarksville
tridge or quail, which have been kill68$ p m
of the people themselves. It grew as
Ar. Ashland City
6:96
pm
ed within this state.
Ar. Nashville
a world power as its sturdy citizens.
7.90 p m
E. A. Wilson, of the Wilson Hard11111111‘11111111i.,ffigotilllilli
Sec. 2. That it shall be unlawful
to whose natural increase were added
TRAINS ARRIVE At HopkinavIlis
ware Co., who, with his wife, spent
Immigrants from the old world seeking
No. 4-Daily..
for any person,corporation or com11:01 p. us
Painlip
last
week
as
at
the
World's
No. 2-Daily
Fair.
arriv916 p.m
to obtain here the liberty and prospermon corner to receive for transporOperations
not
are
few
and
far
be
ity denied them in their own countries. ed home Sunday night a poorer, if
Ikefore Mothipros
tween here, but every day ocourreo Mixed Trains, Daily except Sunday.
tation, or to transport, or cause to be
spread over the face of the land, re- not a wiser, man. He was awakenNo.96, artily*. ElopkInevIlle MOO pm
OIL
fWestel was Inb•oestood.
transported, or to have in possession
No 98, leaves HopkInevIlleJA0p so
duced the prairies and forests to cul- ed early Sunday
Dontistry
The older the prospeedre mother be
just in time to see
E. B. Burro's, E. M.Suswoon•
with intent to transport, or to secure
tivation, built cities, constructed highhas advanced and all work is now
the more difficult the ordeal through
a man going out of the window with
Traffic Manager,
AgenL
done in • scientific manner. Modwhich she must pass before she experiWays and railroads, till now a natiou
the transportation of, within or withHopainsvills.Er •
'ern methods are practically painless NaebvIlle,Tenn.
ences the glory of the maternal state.
which at the formation of the govern- his trousers. In the pockets of his out this State,
any of the birds or
and invariably successful. At this
This was true before
ment numbered only three millions In trousers were his railroad tiokets,$76
office all work is now done in a carefowls mentioned in Section 1 of this
population, has become eight}
,millions, iii full legal tender-enough to have
ful, painstaking way. We are sat'sIllinois
act, which have been killed within
flvd only, when our customers are.
and from ocean to ocean and the lakea paid
his subscriptions to The Journal
Central
We 'sever fall to please.
to the gulf, the country is the abode
this State.
A good set of Teeth
seventy five years in advance-and
Railroad
of a free and prosperous people, adProvided, however, that it shall
Teeth extracted free when new
was Introduced, but now tangible evivanced in the highest degree in the various and sundry other viduables.
ones
are
ordered.
dence in the shape of countless mothers
not be unlawful for such person, corlearning and arts of civilisation. It Thus Mr. Wilson found himself tar
of advanced years who have used it
poration or common carrier to transle the liberty, the advancement and from home
with entire success forces us to gladly
and dead broke, to say
refute the integrity of this statement.
port a hunter with his game lawfully
the prosperity of its citizens, not any
nothing of not having much more
Old or young, the result is the same.
career of conquest, that make the
Effective Sunday,
killed by him within this State.
ft is simply indispensable during the
country a world power. This condition clothing than the Igorrotes wear. Sec.
NO.888, DAILY.
parturient
state, and absolutely ilvalu3. Each bird or fowl so
we owe to the bounty of Providence, However, he la nothing if not reable at the crucial time
eqe a re
Next to Court House, Hopkinsville, Leaves Hopkinsville
bought, sold, offered for sale, had in
Arrives Princeton.,
For external massage, easy and
7.40a m
unfolded in the great natural resources sourceful, and rode home and looked
Ky.
Horne Phone 1214.
" ,Pad uoah
simple to apply, wonderful in its effect,
possession for sale or transportatioo,
9:115,s m
of the country, to the wisdom of our
presentable when he got here Cairo,...
"
it surely is a living monument to the
11:1161tm
fathers, manifested in the form of govreceived for transportation or transtrton of ii,st
Arrives St. Louis
ralage, "What', in a
Pembroke Journal.
PA K R'S
5 16 p M
ernment established by them, to the
name 1" We reply, "simply Mother's
ported, contrary to the provisions of
HAIR BALSAM
Arrives Chicago ....
..10:60
pm
Mame.
and
Friend."
teeutine
$1
00,
the
at
halt.
all druggists. Send
energy, industry, moral character and
Promotes • luxonant growth.
All who use Atomizers in tide act, shall constitute a separate for book, "Motherhood." Ills fret.
Nevor Pee, to Reetore Gray
NO.884, DAILY
law-abiding spirit of the people themHair to It. Youthful Color.
treating nasal catarrh will get the offense.
Leaves Hopkineville
Cure. scalp discus.. sa
Bradfield Regulator 0o.,
12:46 a m
selves." [From Judge Parker's •speech
Kt,sad ;LOU at I
Arrives Princeton
best result from Ely's Liquid Cream
1:66 p m
aftaitra, BA. •
Sec. 4. Whoever violates any of
of acceptance.]
"
Henderson
Balm. ?rice, including spraying
13:00 p in
the provisions of this act shall be
"
Evansville
8:46
pm
tube, 75 cte. Sold by druggists or
fined not less than $10 nor more than
The South Ken Leaves Princeton
(Dover Cleveland has written a mailed by Ely Bros.,
2:08 pm
56 Warren St., $25 for a first
offense and not less SENT
7:00 p in
tucky Building & Arrives Louisville
very interesting' paper for the Satur- N.Y.
Leaves rinucceatr.
tnan $26 nor more than ;50 for any
8.00 p
to
housek
Loan
eepers
Associati
New Odeans, Sept. 1, 1900.
on
day Evening Post, of Philadelphia,
Arr
ives
P
I
3ad
4.16 p in
subsequent offense.
will help You on Arrives Memphis.
11:00 pm
Messrs. Ely firos:-1 sold two boton "Why a Young Man Should Vote
Arrives New O'le too
10:00a
m
easy monthly paythe Democratic Ticket." It le a tles if your Liquid Cream Balm to a
PIII Pleasure.
customer, Wm. Lamberton, 1416 DeNO
840
DAILY
rnentS.
If you ever took DeWitt's Little
thoughtful, if ponderous document,
Leaves Hopkinsville
4:80 pm
lachaise St., New Orleans; he has
Early Risers for biliousness or conArrives Princeton..
and if any "Gold Democrat" wants 1.1•4PCI the two
8.30 p in
bottles, giving him stipation you know what pill
telling how to prerare delicet
pleasIf you want to Leaves Princeton
2.67 a In
wants an excuse for getting beck in- wonderful and most satisfactory re- ure is. These famous little
and delicious dishes
pills cle7:60 am
save
money and be Arrives Louisville.....
suite.
anse
(leo.
W.
the
liver
McDuff,
and
rid
Pharmathe system of
to the party ranks he will not have
kddress Llebig Co., P. 0 Rot 271
Leaves
Princeton
216 am
cist.
all bile without producing unpleasgetti Ag interest on Arrives Memphis
Slew Vork
to crawl, but can follow your Uncle
810 a in
skid effects. They do not gripe,sick"
New
the
all
Orleans
it
7.56
p in
time
let
Orover's lead aad standing' erect
en or weaken or weaken, but pleas- Pore • IttfKr..-.Ls
"Ave •15111 sees
sell
you
us
some
841
No
daily arid opk'ravine 9:40 a m
walk to his old place in the line. The
antly give tone and strength to the
stiospiri asap priest
stock as an invest.. No 338 daily arrives " 8:60 p m
evoippy -cog yao• sibn
tissues and organs of the stomach,
ex-preilident closes hie paper with
No
881
For lifauts and Children.
daily,
arrives " 10:26 p75.
tuoiptuia loio•de
liver and bowels. Sold by R. C •
tnent.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A.,
the following assurance: "The
'00 13
Harciwicr.
▪ vo•it ',lid ..jv 500
Louisville, Ky. E. C. COON,
partletlIars address
ror
young men who fight for Democrat•-10./A *ON01119 V v."•MD:9
— Agt., Hopkinavill•
/pm •dip .h.roluari Jo sr02
ic success iti this time of political
Bears the
Fatal kidney and bladdef troubles 'is
uiria Jog •seruerton.g
F
Harlow n P A. Louisville
conflict will in after years have the Signature of
can always be prevented by time use 1504/44o;ouddedg •suoirtpu3
A J MeDnitgall, D PA, New- Orleans
joei.css• P.NUVIV
proud satisfaction of remembering
of Foley's Kidney Cure.
atino
ever ...,smodud/
A if Hanson,0 PA,Chicago.
11111110,1 'Aiwa '132
Jno A Scott, A 0 P A,„Memphis
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
s adorher similar notices. dye oeuts per line

Democratic Ticket.

Two Sizes 50c & $1.00.

Refuse Substitutes.

An interesting Booklet, "All About The Kidneys" free for the asking
Address, FOL EY & CO., Chicago, Ill.
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Sold by Cook ex Higgins

Tennessee Central R R
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Marta 'bat brerniiiiis
luet, law, in the Bret place, stone did in the Dritrali
parliament.
, being the outlaws of ilexico--cnen like
makes DO .
1 11Prhultastien betweiou the
No Distinction Motwoon
tb•mselves—to justice. In the scene of
(ni!),,,,notnidgenot
,10 41:111
1:tiiiln
1s.n. 11;
rd. II s•ed
I iii yon 1,elieve Cod discriminates be.. my text these scribes and Phil rIMPOR,
man
sinful men at heart, sinful in their
wecii
the
•Mills
the
of
modal
clinimes?
nit.you- have a right to be
say, "LI
Z111Pril/01
786
_
If ,,y'oU do, let me,by. the Keene of my pest lives, were striving by their acu libertine. while you Wife njust tread
cusatiou
of
woman
gain
this
to
wicked
tlistilitse
Thruzion
your
-fiiind
of ,that.
p/41/ 20
I the narrow path's( virtue." rt. does
NUNES BY RENOVINS THE CAUSE
OT)1111(.. let u's push otir way a elfaracter for virtue and purity that
Call S1's
"Brother, here In the 'aatoon
knew
they
deserve.
they
not
A THREE-EOLD REMEDY be all Maass
did
through
the
niultittlelett (Toe:A:link In
AMP
of re:gee:lability' you can .stet drenk.
dead trembles. Acm
Um Liver sad Inialoys am*
lir Rev.
Each Must Answer For Ma Own.
but if your slater Is found in.that sd- Re temple stud find ,t.iut who compose
,
that
group. 1V
.
ho are thotse strong, fine
Prank be Witt Talmage, D.D.
But what did tThrist des,? Did be
loon she will be disgraced for life.; It
does not Ray [hut a man can•telt vile' looking 111191 *ending In 'front of say: "Pharisee, thote--ert a libertine.
It
Thousands have used this reliable remedy with perfect confidence
2111 stories and frequent the
and
low race Christ • They are 'not insignificant Scribe:thou art Moritily eorrupt." Ob.
success for 62 years, because they know just what it contains. •
clerks. They ire reeklaborers OP farm- no! lie turned and simply held up beLOU Aio.7..1,,, cal.. Oct. 16.--In this tracks suit be the cormenion
of pit.
The forte-Ada consists of Buehu, Hydrangea, Mandrake, Yellow Dock,
' sermon the presieher dineusses the 'inhale thugs end dissolute characters ers who have 'cofileftinfo..town With fae their 4.01/1111,`Ilaill'eN the tuIrror of
Dandelion, Sarsaparilla, Gentian, Senna and Iodide of,Potassium.
(.6A-feting conselerice, In whit* they
[melee: y or ..opt-lory to unsparingly cote and still be respected, while a woman, dust begrinted clothes,' '"1:11i•ye are
Any doctor or druggist will tell you that this is a scientific and reliable
combination of great merit Mr all diseases having their origin in the Liver.
demi' in one sex whet Is tolerated in ' having ‘lone wrong, can never be iti hirelings or beggars oreAten'Ond weals, yotrIll ice their own sioral
en who front perpetnel runThigg. ha'Ses Irish void, -He that Is without sin
Kidneys or I3luod. After years of experience and patient experiment, Dr.
the other and the almost universal lowed to enter again into the teesoelaThacher so perfected the process of nom dfacture, that it never fails to
become triunes and vagabbolite.;'Must• !twang you, let him ties? 1.11st a stone at
bring
'
11 ,- habit i,f' denorinclu4 In others 41114 tion of the g1oll nuil the true and the
the
expected relief wilco taken according to directions.
of that group just in 'front of l•hritit her." Then IMP by one they slunk
: which IN° eouceiel and 1.XCUNe In our- reepectable. But the divitie law does
Thousands of sick ones to AA.ltoin life has been a burden have written gratelin
VP
keen
Intellectual
faces!
They
So,
away.
and
my
you
I
thin:
friend's, when
"0 men, If the sin that this
ray
ful letters of thanks.
wives. l'he better way of the divlue
Her,KO, 14111s141111•1•1, Oft. 17, I902.
woman has ennimIttrst Is to be punish- have in their physivel movements the* today, goljng _for* Into a sinful world,
"I have suffered greatly null, indigestion, coastipation, also a severe liver
law Is Went :•ateil from the text John ed
actionti
with Immo( appetite. Could not rest well an night; in fact, had no energy to worktrouble.
of
tinceetettful
men.
They
late%
to
trying
ttala.wintan
prove
is
tire
bad
by stoning, every one of you who
walk around. I felt like I W.1/4 packing a heavy load and, was easily exhaunted,or even
III. 5, "What soeyeat thou?"
until I
has committed the same el i deserves In the ginnce of their eyes the search. and Brat nein is bad add that young
took Dr. Thacher,, Liver and Blotsd Syrup. which helped me almost from the first
When I had taken one and one-half bottles I telt like a different wan, and I knewdose.
Have you studied constitutional law? to be stoned also." A blasphemy from Ing power which bespeaks connnand. boy Is bad and that young
is' bad,
that
it was due entirely to your medicine. I used in all three bottles, and
consider myself
Without doubt It offers one of the most a ma fl'A lips In the sight of God is "Those men," wrote Dr. Strong, "were we are not deceiving God as to our
perfectly cured
At this time my appetite Is good, I sleep well, •nd feel strong
and
refreshed
scribee.
on
the
arising
in
the
They
were
doctors
morning."
the
of
own (diameters. We do not improve
T. I,. Smelt.
appetizing feasts ever spread In the Just as vile and culpable as a blasIf j/011 n•ed a medicine *elite to-day for a Free sample bottle
the hew and the interpreters of the our standing at his bar by denouncing
.
banquet hall of the mental epicurean. phemy from a women's lips. The sins
Thacher'. Health Hook." Glee symptomsfor tadriee, wa steeply ask anal
you to try M
Scripture." These other men are 'the others. Rather by our harsh and unof our expense. W•know what it wilt do. 41 all droggists. SO cents
and 411.00.
4 follows with unerring eye the recei- of Ananias and Ahab are as evil as Pharisee's.
They were so particular to charitable judgment we are proving
Thacher
sins
the
Co..
Medicine
Jezebel.
of
Sapphire
and
And
Chattanooga
. Tatill.
pt:BMus of a givernment's Internal or- o
themselves
keep
outwardly
unspotted
ourselves deserving of condenmatiou.
yet from Hine immemorial the world
ganism, even as a medical student
bad two criminal courts In from heathen custotne that they car- Let us refrain from casting stories at
aconites out the entangled pathways has always
extracts
from
ried
Hebrew
the
law the sinner. We must all answer for
which It hem judged Its moral delin0
00121e nerves and muscles and arteries
about with them in little boxes ot our own deeds at his bar who said, W.P. Winfree
T. S. Knight
quents. The Ma' Is the "court of tilerphylacteries.
They
had these boxes "He tbet Is without sin, let hini first
the 1111111/111 frilale.
• cy- for masculine offenders; the other
strapped
their
to
foreheads that all cast a stone at her." And without one
, Constitutional law Is above all other is the "court of tio hope," In which
kinds of law. The national congress Lyn:. eyed Judge Hardheart sits upon men might see them. lint when these exception we must all either slink
men, these leaders of Jerumeletn, were away before the flashing eye of Christ
-4 and the legislatures of the states deal the bench, charging the jury of "no
standing there condemning a poor out.)
with conditions as they arise, and some- regret'," auth SOOtend nig WOMR1.1 de- cast wumuunl for her /41111 Christ in el- or, like the poor publican in the temple, The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate last hand
we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this oolumnt
moan,"God,be merelful to me,a sinner!"
mss, in their haste to remedy an evil fendnnt after woman defendant to a hence was milking fixeren upon the
We have excellent facilities/or conduoting the business and *id ad.
The divine law is omniscient. Evil
Imprisonment In the "penitentiary
or to provide means for an urgent pur- life
ground with lila fingers Ru whieli they thesis thut the world doe' not know of Tort'se the property put into our hands tree Of charge, and will furnish
of despair."
pose, they enact a statute which proves
might reed their own condemnation.
are known to t1od, and at his judg- prospective customers oonveyance to look at property without oost to them
The rule is one vondemnetion for
What Jesus Christ wilt writing upor ment bar the evidence of them will Come to see us if 3 ou want to sell, it ooste you nothing if you fall.
!
to be unconstitutional. What do we
maseilline sins and nnotner for femiA splendid farm of 185 earn In the best section of southern Kentuoky.
the ground is not reeorded; but, though confront the wrongdoer If they Neve
meet, by that/ We mean that there nine.
We all know that tile pliarisnleal
Has a new house, good barn, stable, two cabins, nice orchard, well weltered
,arfr
certniu fundamental principles of Ideas of old are common at the present we mummy never know on earth Wore ex- not been pardoned through Christ. and well improved: Will
give a bargain if sold at once.
, government embodied In our constitu- time. Indeed, I go even further than act worthe, I have a good deal of mytti- Even in this world crimes long ago
414 acres .4 the finest south Christian land on Clarksville pike one mile
pathy with that evangelist who said comm it ted and successfully hidden
\lepton which muse not be transgressed. thin. I sometimes think that, as far
from two railroad station, E & N and T C. Susceptible of division int0 2
that Christ was writing the evil his-If a law is passed which violates One as the world is concerned, many people tory of each scribe and Pharisee while have been unexpectedly disclosed and tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant houses
brought
home
perpetrator.
to
the
The stables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to
of those principles there la no need are prone to admire men If they are they were speaking agninst the sobbing
suit purchasers. Come
Rev. Dr. Donne in one of his sermons and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
to repeal It, because when It Is found not too good, if they have an immoral culprit. No sooner did the first scribe
very
dramatic
gave me
Good farm of 156 acres, located near Howell, Ky.
incident of his
to be unconstitutional it at once be- besmirehment of their record. They begin to talk than Christ began to early life. During his first pastorate fenced, has house of 8 rooms, good tenement house of This farm is well
3 rooms, two large
are not glad when they say, "He IS a write,
as though he had set down these he was one day watching the sexton new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of stock
comes void and inoperative. Thus
square, true man." but they are happy words: "Lawyer,
water,
new
and
house
smoke
other
are
you
not
living
outbuildings
and
hack of all legislation stands the con- when they con
about 20 acres good
digging a grave by his village church.
say, "Ile is a wild felWill be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
stitution as the supreme test by which low, but mighty nice." It Is on account with your wife. She has left you on Suddenly he threw out of the grave timber.
Mit property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 8 dwellings, one store house with
account
dissoluteness.
your
of
is
She
the skull of a man. When Dr. Donne
the acts of president and lawmakers' of this tendeucy of the human race to
now gone back to her fhther'is home. picked It up he found a headless nail good trade established, blacksmith shop and postofiloe with daily mall
are Judged. It defines the rights of Judge man's; sins differently from womThe mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. CapaciFor what are von condemning this wo- sticking In the top of the skull. He
ty of 60 barrels of flour per day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
rulers and legislators and sets limits to an's sins that we often find men in man? For your own
sin?" No sooner said nothing about the nail, but asked m111. About 4 miler from railroad and no other
mill within fouremiles. A
the:, power and is the safeguard of public places boasting of their evil did the lawyer look
down on the ground the sexton, "To whom did this skull plen did chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good
reason for
deeds as though they were the signs
naphieual liberty.
and ere what .10fills wits writing than belong?" He found that it was the selling.
Ia the kingdom of God we have also of true manhood and nobility. A few he turned end departed. When
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 80 acres in timber, good 6 room dwelling,
the skull of a drunken fellow who one
a supreme authority. The councils of weeks ago I was riding in a California next speniter, a Pharisee,
began to talk night was found dead In his bed from outhouses, stahle, tobacco barn; within 6 miles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
the churches may formulate doctrines, railroad train opposite two men. One Christ begen to write again.
farm.
"Rich
make decrees and construct creeds and was a famous eastern contractor. man, you have never committed the the results, as the people suppoeed, of
A fine productive farm of 186 acres in one of the best neighborhoods
'Meek of delirium tremens'. Dr. in Christian oounty, about five
an
miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mile
catechisms, but high over all there is What was my amazement to find that crime of which thim woman was
guilty, Donne asked: ';Had he a wife? Was of railroad station.
New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and
the will of the great King of kings. his conversation was divided into al- but you own the house In which
she she livine yet? What character was large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine
orchard and about 20 acres
Christ is the supreme ruler of his most equal torts. The one was to tell lives and carries
on her vile traffic. she?" "Very good," said the sexton, in timber; balance In fine state of cultivation.
kingdom, and his word IR the test by his eompanion the hard work he was The rent you get from that
house is "with one exception; the neighbors do
A
splendid
acres
farm
800
in
of
one
of
the
best sections of Southern
.widell every dogma and practice must doing by the day, and the other was to blood money. Why
are you speaking say she married her second husband Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwelbe'Judged. Let us consider some of tell bow many times he got drunk by against your tenant? You are a parton the day after the funeral of her ling house, cistern, ice house, B cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with capthe eharacte,
isties of this government. , night and how he could outthink every ner with her In crime." When the first
husband." Dr. Donne walked fron acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
one of his business; associates with Pharisee capitalist
An Absol•to 'Monarch.
saw what Christ that graveyard to where the woman railroad and Smiles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
I
whom
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
tie
was
accustomed to deal. Had was writing and that all the people
-First. it is an absolute monarchy.
was then living, who Was once the
any woman dared in a public car to were laughing at
A fine farm of 400 acres within one The only vacant lots
,We have governments on earth that
him he also disap- wife of till-. dead man. lie held before
on West side of
low describe as absolute monarchies, acknewledge such debaucheries every peens]. So Christ went through the her horrified eyes the skull and the mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five• Main St. for sale at a low brice
man,
woman and child sitting within list of different accusere. But
acres
timber.
in
This
fine
is
farm
meaning that they haVO no constituwhether mill sticking In the skull. "Woman,"
N ice new cottage on South Virginia
tion. We speek nbout the Russian sound of her yoke would have looked Christ was writing the history of those seid lie, "do you know this nail?" Slie well fenced with hedge and wire and street.
Has six rooms and bath
, divided into five shifts, on each of
government as an absolute monarchy, upon her as a moral leper, to be shun- accusers on the ground or no we care acknowItsiged that she did. She conwhich is plenty of never failing water. room, good cistern and stable. Lot
It is not. There are thousands of ned as intieti as the eastern lepers, not, for one tact we do know—by his fessed to the mime of murder commit- I This is one of the finest farms in the fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet
age which We &Woolen czar would who with sticks and`stones are driven silence rot well as later by his spoken ted many years before. And on ac- best farming section of Kentucky, to a 16 foot alley. This place will be
forth from the habitations of man and words Christ
was teaching the sweep- count of her confession and the con- well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco sold on reasonable terms.
to do which he cannot do. With
quarantimei by themselves as menaces ing lesson
that a rich man's sins, a victing evidence she was hanged for and all kinds of grasses. rhere is
istol or sword Nicholas might
The S. T. Fox farm of 612 acres,
to the public safety.
prominent lawyer's or physician's or that crime. Oh, my friends, be not Ito better stock farm in the county, situated on the Millers Mill road
slay his own children, as Ivan the
improvements
per.
and
chum
in
Deal
first
Justly
With
about
the
seven miles Southw3st of Hopstatesman's sins or a roluister'e sins among the scribes and Pharisees who
Terrible in maniacal rage killed hits
Erring.
The highest 1.`01111:111111(411 whiell in are Just as severely condemned in the have no mercy, no dimity for sinners! feet repair, fine two-story frame kinville, large two story dwelling
firstborn son. and no power on earth
dwelling
with
rooms,
-hie
veranda
and
all
necessary farm buildings,
chivalric
times
could Is. given about a sight of God as the poor man's Rills. hive' our lives been immaculate? Is
could bring him to justice. But there
in front and porches in rear, four good fences, orchard and plenty of
ase limits to the present czar's power. father was, "Ills derii.hters were all The divine law discriminates not be- there any evidence ageinst us that may S frame tenant houses, two large new
Rim own subjects recognize the fart. virtuous MA his sous were all brave." tween the sins of the upper and low- confront us when we are mercilessly tobacco barns, two graineries with water and timber. This is a fine
The old Husahlu proverbs tell us there But why should not the sous be virtu- er social classes, but between ten and assailing our erring brother or sinter? capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat, farm and located in one of the beet
are many things the czar cannot do. ous as well as the deughters? And righteouRness. The min of the broad- It will be R minuneful, a humiliating, large stables, cow houses, tool house, farming sections of the county and
Asoong those proverbs are the follow- yet, 111R11-0 bitter man, 0 censorious cloth is the same black sin which some- position to stand convicted before carriage and ice house, two large cis- will be sold on reasonable terms.
ing: "Even the czar gets his shoes and guilty man-thou art ready to con- tines+ melts under the rough woolens of Christ of those sins. Do you not feel terns, in fact an ideal farm with
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup avebespattered if he puts Ins foot in a demn thy sister when thou art ten the laborer.and the meehanle. Sin is that Jesus is speaking to us, as he a beautiful lawn of four acres in front nue. Good home with 4 large
rooms
of house. One of the most desirable
peddle." "The czar's crown cannot ready to condemn thyself. Joseph Pa..- sin wherever found.
spike to the prosecutors of old, "He farms
in the state, in one of the beat 2 porches, cistern outbulldings,,shade
and
pautact him from a headache." "The ker in one of Lila great addresses dc
that is without sin, let hint first cast neighborhoods,conven lent to schools
fruit trees, Price $1,400.
No immunity Given.
01I of the czar can have only two scribe'sti brother minister who hal
But I tind in the next place another a stone at her?"
uhurches and good market.
The
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
driven
ell
erring
and
yet
repentant trenchant lesson. The divine law
berm." "Even We czar's vinegar will
lai,d in first-clasp condition. Will land, on good public road, in one of
Gentleness For the Repratasit.
does
be sold oti easy tefIrs to snit pur- the best neighborhoods in South
Sat sweeten." "Put the czar in the daughter away from his home. Joseph not accept zeal in bringing others to
But, though the divine law was and chaser.
l'arker
pleaded
and
prayed with the Justice as a ground for
Christian, convenient to postoffice,
desert and be is a man and nothing
absolving the is so hard upon the unrepentant einner.
angry
father
to
take her back. "But prosecutor of his own
612 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti- schools and churches, in a high state
mere." -The czar's ediets are good
wrongdoing. The how gentle, how loving, how pardonshe
of
has
cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
disgraced
my home." said he. scribes and Pharisees
vation, ground lies very level and is
for nothing unless God's 'Amen' is
cannot atone for ing, how forgiving It was and is to the
and hall,one largejtobacco barn,good
a very rich soil.
written on them." By these quaint "I cannot, I will not take her back." their sins by denouncing and condemn- repentant sinner who comes asking
for
Produced last year 76 bu. corn per stables and cow house, buggy house,
aphortims, eurrent in Beasts, do the "But, man," said Joseph Parker, "In ing others. Though a man might prove [nervy at the
feet of Jesus Christ. a^,re, 24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 2 new cabins, smoke house, hen
people show that they realize that. your younger days have not you your- every other man a living example of Sweeter than even the coming of a to '200 lbs, of tobacco per acre.
house, new wire fence, nice you'
powerful as the Russian autocrat is. self also been guilty of sin?" "Yes," total depravity and devote his life to little
There are 226 sores of this farm in orchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
child to be earessed and forgiven
he in subject to human limitation's, like said the father, "but I am a man and the exposure and arraignment of crim- by a living mother IR this picture in red clover.
strawberries,plenty of water, very,
the mom obscure peasant in dile em- she is a woman. The world judged inals, he must take his own plaee at my text of a poor eonvieted outcast,
This place has a fine 10 room real- desirable, will be sold cheap and on
pire. It is well known, too, by states- man's sins differently from a woman's the bar and answer the Indictment of trembling at the feet of (quiet and dance, large barns,good pond,7 good easy terms.
men that even tot a ruler he Is not sins." "That Is so," said Parker. "Man his own iniquities. Instencem have finding pardon and peace and life. 1 cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walse supreme as is thought. The nobles Judges man's sins differently from wo- been known of a criminal under hu- can see her now as the rough men are negro labor, is well fenced and locat- nut street.
road,
Montgomed.on
in
public
good
man's
sins.
hut
Christ
Judges
both the man government securing for himself pushing, her Op. Her face is scratched
400 acres of desirable farming land
:Who surround him exercise a co ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of
straint upon him, and his agents often sins the same. 'He that is without sin Immunity from punishment for his own and blee ling; she lights them step by Clarksville and 5 miles from nearest in Montgomery county, Tenn, heaviamong
timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
ly
you,
let
him
first cast a stone (Aimee by betraying his leader to the
thwart his will.
step. I see her as they fling her at the station.
Ky. price $7.00 per acre.
officers of the law or even by himself Mester:a feet.
In an infinitely higher ta`1134 is Christ at her.'"
bought
place
only
be
This
for
can
There at first she
Fine farm of 282 acres in neighAnother charneterlstle of the divine executing sentence on
the absolute ruler In his kingdom. In
that leader, but shrinks tinder his pure gaze, expecting 446.00 per acre, $10,000.00 cash and borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
ii lie wisdom and power he governs law Is that it recognizes no distinction such mete are despised for their per- thnt one so sinless will Indorse the C011- balance on very easy terms, with 6 bargain,
without cheek, and his word Is the law I of rank or station. As the divine law fitly,even by the community that profits demnatIon of her accusers and In hor- per cent. interest.
Very desirable suburban residence
Trice farm cot 142 acres within house two stories,8 rooms, new and
and life of his people. tie is In tenth makes no distinction between sexes, by the treachery. A similar principle ror at her crime hand her over to the
It
also makes no distinction between Is applied in our courts of
more than a president, more than a
justice when executioner. But, though lie loathes 8 miles of Hopkinsville, on goed pub- in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
doge of Venice, more than a king, more the sins of the upper and the lower a man is allowed to turn state's evi- her sin, he has compassdon for the re lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco just outside the city limits on one of
barn, stable, outbuildings a:id plenty the best street.
than ft czar He im SD shSolUt•-• nion• social classes. It does not have one denee. It sometimes happens that pentant sinner. I see her now, when
of timber and water. Desirable place
A nice residence at Casky, Ky.
criminal code for the palace and there is no way of eonvicting
rch in the Christian world.
a notori- all fear lee Veil her and the bad men will be sold cheap.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
k aignificant illustration of Christ's another for the hut. It does not have ous criminal tent by the testimony of turn their backs upon her. Now she
the most desirable residen- two room office in yard; good
One
of
nallty and his freedom from cur- one for the wealthy Wall street finan- a contedernte That confederate's evi- looks up into Christ's fare
with grate- ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet servants house, large good ice house,
principles and prefudieem is given cier who manipulates the railroad dence has to be purchased, and the
ful love. Oh, my friends, though you front by 268 feet deep House with large stable and carriage house and
gospels, and it may help us to stock and "waters" it and (-heats thou- price pet(' 14 a pardon for him of his may he scarred
*
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good all necessary out buildings; splena:d
with the sins of an
cirtern, stable and all necessary out- shade and fruit trees, never failing
tend his attitude 11 we study sands of small investors out of their own share In the crime. It Is a heavy evil past,
though
you
cast
may
out
be
buildings. All in excellent repair. well, good cistern; convenient to deiDry. tYne day while Jesus was all, and another for the groceryman price to pity, a miscarriage of justice by the world
as one who ought to die, Price and terms reasonable.
pot, school and church;6 miles from
ng In the tetnple surrounded by who has false weights and never sends but it Is a result of the inadequacy of mercy and perdon
in
Christ
will
you
50 acres of fine land 1ti miles from Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
people the iscribes end Pharisees a full pouud of coffee or tea or sugar 1 human administration, and it has no find! Will you
not
repentant
as
e
sinHopkinsville on Canton pike, good the whole distance. Splendid locattiled to entrap lien. Right into the to his cost irners when they pay for a place under divine law.
ner throw yourself at his feet, where spring and barn, fenced and has 20 ion for a doctor,
teniple whe-e Jesus was they dragged full pound. It does not have one set
When Pored° Diaz became president you will and peace and life and hope? acres
Valuable store room on Maio
of timber. Very desirable
a trembling. frightened. sobbing worn- of rules for the wife of the millionaire of the Mexican republic he did not in
And where did this broken hearted proper ty.
street. One of the best business loca
who
hides
her
diamonds
and
adultery.
taken
watches
been
In
the beginning employ honest men to Magdalene find her pellet.? Ali, yes, It
am who had
ottacity,
it
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles tioNnreion the
woe through the crowds of listeners and jewelry in her dress to escape the capture scoundrels. The hills and the was In the temple!
yo
'
n corner of Brown
There the "divine from Bennetstown Ky. Good house
!scrutiny
of
the
New
York
custom mountains of Mexico were the retreats law of merey" Was revealed
they pushed her. Then they cried out
to her. 8 rooms, tenant house, good well, and Broad streets, 7 rooms,good outhouse
officials,
which jewelry elle is of !worm+ and hundreds of brigands While Christ
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
ha stentorian tones SO that all could
was teaching the people large tobacco barn, good frame staon
e a
cs
b e5 roo
,
ido
emst r s
hear: "Master, what shall we do with bringing to her American friends after and robbers. What Diaz did in the the great leRRep of God's forgiveness ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber, onureesas
stable carrikr? Shall we stone her to death, as a European trip, and another set of beginring was to send for some of the of sin they brought her to him. In the good level land and a desirable farm
comensoded, or shall we let her rules for the newsboy who steals a leaders of the roving bands of thieves. temple Jesuits turned and said to her: convenient to schools and churches age house and all necessary outbuildings good cistern and orchard. Two
and on good road.
freer Instead of Christ condemn- loaf of bread oat of the bakery wagon Be then emernissloned theme leaders as "Neither do I condemn thee. Go and
Cue of the moat desirable resi- acres of land adjoining South Ken.Ismer.acquitting [be poor creature, as when the driver is away selling his representatives of his own govern- aln no more." In the temple, in this dences on
S. Virginia St., corner lot, tucky College, $1,600. Will sell this
,-. WIllp all supposed he must do, Christ goods at e kitchen door. In other ment. He dressed them up in Mexi- building, this church dedicated for the 86 feet front by 286 test deep. Homo place at low price and on easy terms
words,
what
the
divine
the
law
as
actions
word
by
well
condemns
as
can
uniforms
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in
and
sent
he
them forth as worship of Jesus Christ. 0 sinful with beautiful shade and fruit trees
hia
' el lip condemned the men who were in homespun it condemns in broad- police to hunt down and bring to jus- man, you tnay hear the voice of the good cistern and all necessary Jut- mile of mill, post office and church,
her accusers. What was the meaning cloth. When It says "Thou shalt not" tice their late companions in thievery Master offering you pardon of sin! buildings. All in excellent repair Splendid house of ten rooms large
stable,7 cabins for hands, 8 large
ell that Judgment? We cannot for a to the plebeian, It also says "Thou and murder. He sent these scoun- You can hear him if, like the broken Pries and terms reasonable.
Good residence on corner of Main tobacco barns,90 acres fine timber,
slissest suppose that a being so pure shalt not" to the aristocrat. What it drels forth to capture scoundrels. Aye, hearted womnn at the feet of Christ,
and 1st streets, fronting 60 feet on good orchard. Farm in good condi.
as Christ thought lightly of so heinous denounces In the heart ot the serf and they did their work well! Javert, you are n repentant sinner. You can if
Main by 900 feet deep. Rouse has six tion and very productive. Will be
S dn. It must have been loathsome it aka denounces fn the heart of the because Inc had at neart all the make you will say, "Lord, save me and save rr oms, good cistern,
sold at a barn.
stable and ne'
Mel abhorrent to him, but we may ruler sitting upon the king's throne, up of a scoundrel, made n fine sleuth- me now." That pardon through Christ cessary out-buildings. For sale.
Large two-story house and two
a lesson from the way in which or of the judge sitting upon the chief hound on the heels of a Jean Valjean. le the promise of the divine law. Will
Twogood residence lots on Main iacres of ground fronting on first.
the sinner and her accuser's, justiee'l bench of the supreme court, And thll minty Rcoundrela in Mexico you take It? Will you reeeive it now? St. in Hopkinsville, well
located, street and running back to the river
all the more weighty because or of the premier governing In state- during the drat administration of Dias
(Copyright. 19O4. by Louis Klopech.1
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OLD CANON IS HELD OFFEwa
NO CHANCE BY THE EPISCOPAL CONVENTION.

Innocent Party In Cases of
Infidelity'May
Remarry.

(Special to New Era)
BOSTON, Oct. 18.—The house of
deputies of the Episcopal general
convention at the close of a four days
debate rejected an amendment to the
divorce canon, which sought to prevent the remarriage of divorced per-

HIM15 NOT HOLY

cATARR

/ suffered for a long time with a had
case of Catarrh, and took a great deal of
medicine without any benefit.
I had a continual headache, my cheeks
had grown purple, my nee was always
stopped up, my breath had a sickening and
disgusting odor,and I coughed incessantly
I heard of your S. S. S. and wrote you.
I commenced to use it, and after taking
several bottles I was cured and have
never since had the slichtest symptom of
Miss MARY L. Smear.
the disease.
Cor. 7th & Felix Sts., St. Joseph, Mo.
—
Wheeling, W. Va., May 29, 1903.
I had Nasal Catarrh for years for which I
need S. S. S. with very gratifying results.
I tried local applications for some time,
and getting no permanent relief I Came to
thee conclusion that the seat of the trouble
was in the blood. Knowing S. S. S. to be
a good blood medicine I began its use,
and after using it for some little while it
did away entirely with the offensive mucus in the nostrils, and I did not have to
hawk and spit, especially in the morning,
to dislodge the catarrhal matter.
1627 South St.
FRED H. PRESS/.

sons by clergymen of the denomination. While the houso of bishops
may yet act on the question, it is
certain that no change will be made The filthy secretions and foul mucus that
are continually dropping back into the
by the present convention.
throat, find their way into the stomach
The present law of the church and are absorbed into the blood. Catarrh
then becomes conwhich has been in operation since
stitutionahand the
1859, allows the remarriage of the inonly way to get rid
of it is through the
nocent party to a divorce granted for
blood. Write us if
Infidelity. At several conventions
you have Catarrh,
attempts have been made to repeal
and our physicithis law, and when a vote was
ans will advise you
without charge.
taken by the house of deputies sitting as a committee of the whole, The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.
on the question of repotting the
proposed amendment to the house
itself, the reformers were successful by a vote of 214 to 191, and
this vote was regarded as representing he actual strength et the con
tending forces. The final vote, however, NM taken by diocese and orders, and where a diocese was even.
lv divided in sentiment, its strength
was counted in the negative. The
vote by dioceses was: Clerical, fpr
the amendment, 30; against, 21; di
vided, 10; Lay vote, for, 25; against,
24; divided, 6.
Practically the entire strength of
the middle Western states,the strong-

IN

SENSE OF BEINC A
SANCTIFICATIONIST.,

Bankrupt Public Sal.

rn

District Court of the United States
Western Distirt of Kentucky

In the matter of
Rev. Dr. Eaton Fields Called JOHN H. GLOVER In Bankruptcy
bankrupt
Upon To Make a
Denial.

NOTICE OF SALE.

By virtue of a judgemeut and order of sale rendered before J. I. Landes, Referee in Brnitrapcy, in the
Rev. Mordecai Ham, who held a above styled
case, I will, about 11 a. m., 4.1' THE COURT HOUSE D'JOR IN HO eKINSVILLE, Christine •
union revival meeting at the taber- County, Kentucky, on
nacle here in the spring, is now conducting a service in the Walnut

Monday, Nov. 7th, 1904

Street Baptist church in Louisville.
His statements about holiness caused Being County Court day, offer for sale at Public Outcry to the highest and best Didier, on a credit
of
such a stir in the congregation that months, the purchaser to execute bond with good security for the parch see price, bearing six per cent i
the Rev. Dr. T. T. Eaton, the pr,ster, frnno date of +ale the following desectbed real estate :
explained to the audience Sinday
that Mr. Ham was not a "sanctifies-

THAT TRACT OF LAND

*Neetionist." In an interview, Dr E Atoll
on which J ,hia H. Glover now resideR, near Herndon, about 12 miles south of llopkinsville, Christian county,
says.'"sm»e apprehension had
Kentucky. on the D..iv-r and Palmyra road. and bounded as follows, ye: Beginning at a stake SE corner of a
been created among the mernbeis of
1094 acre survey hayed off for E Ua4wplin an I ,vifs, thence with a line of sail 1094 acre survey N. 4 W. US
the church by certaia pliras,s which
poles to a stake, ano.ler corner of said survey. thence N. 894 E.202i poles to a black jack stump near I. DaMr. Ham had used in his sermons,
vis's fence, thenc.y with sitid Davies line S. 237 pales to 3 black jacks. corner to the tract of land ocoupied by
and whizh are in frequent use enniog
T. 31tnuingtou, thence 894 W. 96i poles to the beginning, containing 306 acres more or less
those L‘rofeesing .sanctificatioie' It
Toe porch is-.r wilt be r-q iirsal to promptly comply with the terms of sale.
was feared by some that Mr. Ham
might hold views regarding the
Holy Spirit not compatible with our
doctrin 3. This was a mistake. Mr
ewe"
I will also sell on the premises near Herndon, By., on
Ham holuislhe same views in this
respect that I hold. He is a 3 i,une
man, and I feared that such miscon:
struction might do him injury. That
The personal ,
pr >party of said estate of John H. Glover, Consisting of
was why I detained the congregation
after the services this moriiiirr,4 that About 70 acres of Corn in Shock,
About 30 acres Pea Hay cut and in barn,
might make known these facts, not
4
good
Work
Mules,
3
head
of
Cattle,
Lot of Hogs
Fine Mare and Colt .
as an apology at all, but as an exTwo ''aim Wagons,
OBLICATIONS IMPOSED planation.
Two Binders,
One Mower,
One Geiser Wheat Separator
In view of this occurrence I will,
Eclipse
16
AS MISSIONS SECRETARY.
One
horse
Traction
Engine
One
Water
Tank
1 Clover 'Miller
as soon as this meeting is concluded,
One Westinghouse Pea Huller,
begin a series of sermons on the One Cary Corn Sbredder,
One Disc Cultivator
Holy Ghost, in order that my col.000 F'rtilizer Drill,
One Disc Harrow,
One Cook Kitchen
gregation may be more familiar with
Another Election to Choose
and
other
property
and
Farming
Implements.
the subject. It is my belief that had
Bishop Dudley's Successor they been thoroughly informed this
would
painful misunderstanding
Will Be Held.
have been avoided."

PERSONAL PROPERTY.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1904,

HE CANNOT SHIRK

TERMS.

•

PHYSICIAN'S GOOD LUCK
in Monday's

The special telegram
--hold of the high church party, de- New Era stating that Rev. Dr. Ar- Dr Hart's Fortunate Experience of
clared for the proposed reform, but thur S. Lloyd had declined the bishSpecial Interest to Many in
Hopkinsville.
the Pacific states and a number of opric of Kentucky was read pith regret
by
Episcopalians
in
HopkinsThe
happiest
man in New England
the Southern states voted against a
change of the present canon. The vine. At the last annual meting of today and emi who is receiving congratulations from his friende, is Dr.
diocese of New York opposed the the Kentucky diocesean council,
Philip Z. Hart, of Laconin, N.H.
which
WAS
held
in
this
city
last
May,
amenement, while that of PennsylAlthough he reedited to the latest
vania favored it. New England, Ver- Rev. Dr. Murray, of Baltimore, waz scientific treatment, and consulted
mont, New Hampshire and Nestern chosen to succeed the late Bishop many of his brother physicians, Dr.
Massachusetts voted for a change, as Dudley. He declined the honor,and Hart finally said, "1 might just as
well have thrown my money in the
did the lay deputies from Rhode Is on September 21, at a special meet
river for I grew worse and worse.
land. The clerical deputies from lug of the council in Louisville, Dr. My wife and I will swear that HyoMaine favored the amendment, but Lloyd was elected oil the sixteenth mei cured me of the worst case of caterrh that ever existed. I used to
the votes of Connecticut and Massa- ballot.
cough constantly at night. and had
The
Courier-Journal
says:
chusetts were cast in the negative.
dropping in the throat, which kept
A telegram from the Rev. Dr. me awake a great deal. I raised
thick phlegm and was in a horrible
Charles E. Craik yesterday announc- cordition. However I ani entirely
Death Near at Hand.
that the Rev. Dr. Arthur S. cured, solely through the Use of Flyomei."
Co.oner William Peal, formerly of Lloyd, recesith elected Episcopal
L. L. Elgin to the local scent for
this city where he was in the tobacco Bishop of KentiNky, had dec'ined ti Hyornel,the famous treatment which
4ures catarrh without stomach dosbusincits, aged sixty-four years, is accept the honor. Dr. Craik is on' ing. A complete - outfit cora nut.$1 Oft;
of
the
Kentucky delegates to the extra bottles, 50c. I sell it under
dying from general debility after
guarantee t3 refund the money if it
National
Episcopal conference now does not give you quick relief.
several weeks' Hines., at his home in
oet 4 11-18
i'aducah. He was born in Trigg in session in Boston.

All sure of ten dollare and under CASH On amounts over ten .1311ars on a credit of three months (or
cash if desired) Purchaser require] to execute notes bearing 6 per cent interest from date of sale with good
and approved security. N3 property remo eel from premises:until terms of sale ere complied with.

J. D. RUSSELL, Trustee,
For John .H.Olover, Bankrupt.
To Remove

FRECKLES AND PIMPLES
IN 10 DAYS USE

..SATINOLA
THE COMPLEXION BEAUTIFIER

SHE WAS EXCITED
Thought Jewelry In
Her
Stocking Was a Mouse.
(Special to New Era;
ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 17.—The inherent feet' of a woman for a mouse
caused Mrs. R.(3 Pulliam, of Lexington, Ky., to toss jewels valued at
over $1,000 from the third-floor window at the Southern Hotel Sunday.
The n istAke was not diecovered until several hours later, when it was
found that the gems had disappeared.

oi

retiring S quid uy night Mrs. PulDr. Lloyd is now secretary of the
liam placed her jewelry in a little
county and was elected to fill out the
chamois skin bag with the contents
unexpired term of George Phelps, General Board of Missions of the
Episcopal church with an office in
of her pulse. She slipred the bag inwho died soon after being elected.
New York, and the telegram gives The Aches and Pains Will Disappear
to her stocking sled put the silk hosguaran•
discovery,
new
ATINOLA is is
as the reason for his decision his
Mr. Norris Honored.
will
be tefundod if it Wry ander the pillow.
money
teed,and
If the Advice of This Hopkinsfalls to remove the worse case of
obligation to the general church in
When she got up this morning she
Freckles,Pimples, Tan, Liver Roots, MellOwville Citizen is Followed.
Mr. Edwin Norris, brother in-law his present position. Dr. Lloyd is
ness. Blackheads or any skin eruption In 20 nad forgotten all about hiding her
A woman's back has many aches dayg—leaves the skin clear, soft, healtny
of Mrs. Hobert L. McPherson of the second bishop-elect to decline
valuables. When she saw the stock honet h.
and restores the beauty of
pains.
and
this city has been neminated on the the nonor of serving in Kentucky,
nob'. Price log on the bed she wondered for a
merits
of
'anti
the
ands
testify
to
Most times 'tis the kidneys faulu.
SOc and 81.0) by leading druggists or mall. moment, then
Democratic ticket as a candidate for and this is the second time he has
she noticed a bulg•ng
Backache if really kidney ache.
Prepared only by
lieutenant governor of Mouians and been select( d for a bishopric only to
Pills
That's why Doan's Kidiley
object in the heel. Thrusting her
the indications strongly point to the refuse.
cure it.
arm into the leg, her hand encounsuccess of the Democracy it. that
: TENN.
:
:
Many Hopkinsville Women know PARIS.
His action is a great disappoint
tered the soft folds of the chamois
State this fall.
HopkinsvIlle by all
Sold
in
ment, especially to the clergy in this.
leading druggists.
skin. It felt like a mouse. She
Read what one has to say about it.
Kentucky, who were strongly in his
Library Hours.
screamed, and, gripping the open
The hours for the public library favor at the time of his election. Miss L. A. Hester, of 212 East 14th +++++++++++++
end of the stocking, she rushed
says: "To walk for any distance
St.,
have been changed to from 2 to 4 p.
across the room and opened the winThe lay members were divided in or to overexert myself in any way
m., on Tuesdays and Satuidays f. r
dow. Carefully taking the stocking
their opinion at that time, and many intensified the aching in my back
this winter.
from which 1 was a long time a Conby the toe, she flung it over the
of them voted for Dr. %V. T. Mantinual sufferer, and if I caught cold
window sill and shook it with a will
ning, also of New York, until his it seemed to settle in the same regDemocratic tips- kings.
She' had the satisfaction of seeing
name Was withdrawn.
ion and make me almost miserable.
the "mouse" drop out into the street
The refusal of Dr. Lloyd will neces- When rising in the. morning I felt
Oood crowds greeted Democratic
stiff and sore and often found it diffi!four stories below, and, closing the
speakers at a number of places over sitate another meeting of the diocecult to dress myself. Another 5) mpWe have just received
window, she left the poor creature ti
the state yesterday, and evidences san council and another election.
torn of my complaint was a weakness
a nice line of
its
fate.
that the campaign is warming up
of the kidneys which annoyed and
Nothing Doing.
distressed me beyond words. I doowere manifested. Congressman Olt red but found little ft any relief
lie M. James and his opponent, J. C.
A number of Clarksville spoite
until I tried Doan's Kidney Pills
1Ve promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign
Speight, again held a joint debate at went ri Guthrie Saturday night to
which had been strongly recommendMayfield. Cougressman Hopkins and witness a prize fight which was an- ed to me and which I procured at
Theodore Blagey divided time at nounced to take place at the fair Johnson's drug store. They did me
They are of the best
Pikeville. Gov, Beckham addressed grounds in that town. The pugilists a vast amount of good. The pain in
metal and guaranteed.
Bend model."Iowa or photo of invention for
•'ergs crowd at Lawrenceburg and failed to appear and there was a my back ceased, the secretions were
tentabuity. For tree book,
flee report on
regulated and my health was im
Call and see them.
How to Secure
write
Senator McCreary spoke at Fran k lin. large crowd of disaptiointed men who
to
Patents and
proved generally. The pills perform
—
had
in
the
fight
promise
every
way
expected
—Leafto
see
what
they
•-•
-•
•
- 44-4-+-e-e+++44-4+44+4+44-4-•
For sale by all dealers. Price fro
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye, Cronicle.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
cents.
Druggists.
ear, nose and throat. Test made
f:2
181 IL' 4::11 Ft.
New York, side agents for the United
for glasses. Phoenix Bldg., Maii.
UPPliSITE U c PATENT UFFII E
The lhod You flaw Always Bought Statt,s.
Home,1215.
Bears the
Both
street, Hopkinsville.
Cumberland, OS.
INASHINGTOPI.D.C.
Phones
Bignstare
name—Doarils—aid
the
Itnieinber
of
•44-.444.4-444444-++•++++++4-1-+
take no other.
•
-•-•-+++++++++4-4-.44.44-4-+++++.

A WOMAN'S BACK.

S

NATIONAL TOILET CO.,

Cut

SiTlooth
Manacure and
Embroidery
Scissors

r

PATENTS
A

I
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COOK & HIOGINS,

CASNOVIG

1-44‘
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'SMOKER'S
SET SOLD
FOR $20.00
This amount is rather unusual to be invested in pipes
bit the set we sold at this
figure w a s really worth
more. This set consisted of
three genuine Merchaum
pipes with gold mountings
and was thu handsomest set
ever exhibited in Hopkins_
vile

We have Pipes of
all sizes, shapes
a n d conditions
and at all prices.
Our line of fine Brier Root
and Merchanui pipes is ellr ecially complete. 1 hese
are either plain ...I gold
mounted. All our pipes were,
purchased at bargain prices
and we can

Save You
Money
On Them.

Ray(a
Fowler.
Illinois Central will sell each day
except Friday and Saturday, from
Sept. 18th to N. v. 30th round trip
coach excursion tickets to St. Louis,
limited seven days from date of sale
at rate of $7.00.
E. C. Coon, Agt.

ittodol Dyspepsia Ovilr
bluest* what yes set.

as

fil

•

Gil
istri
DUll
Grand
LAST

YEAR we distributed twentyallve premiums among our subscribers, and although the time given for the contest was only two months
the interest aroused was so great and the appreciation of the presents so general that we have decided to conduct a similar'distribution
this year only on a much larger scale and giving more time for those wishing to enter to take advamage of the offer. In selecting these
11 premiums great care has been exercised and the list made varied as possible so as to appeal to the greatest number of people.1Ve have tried to
include in list, articles which would attract and be useful to everyone. In making the selection the question of merit has been uppermost at all
0 times and nothing but the very best is included. The descriptions given below may be relied upon to be strictly accurate and not superfluous
Word play. Every one is also assured that a perfectly fair distributioa according to the conditions published below will be made.

2THE LIST OF PRIZES IS AS FOLLOWS:
.1REMIUM NO. I. PREMIUM NO. 8 1:1++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Ibbl"Supreme"
-u-ivz iNT
r5n=
1 dozen Cabinet
Pat. Flour
We headed the list last
year with a barrel of Acme
3411Is & Elevator Co's. -Su
preme" patent flour, and it
proved retch an attractive
premium that We have decided to again use it as au
opener. Every one knowe
high quality of this
Nell the
/ flour and we will not dwell
on it.

PREMIUM NO. 2.
Riding Bridle.

Premium No. 11

Photographs.

PREMIUM- NO, 19 PREMIUM NO. 23

PREMIUM NO. 9.

This premium will appeal
One Year's
to those Who live in the
country or are lovers of
Subscription
horses. This bridle is of the
S
I
To Weekly New Eta. The
very best quality and may New Era is the best weekly
be selected hy the winner.
paper in Kentucky having
been recently enlarged, it
now containing from ten to
sixteen pages of live news
lbs
sect) week.

PREMIUM NO. 6.

Waist Pattern.

PREMIUM NO. 5.

The capital prize of the distribution is presented here. Numbers of articles were considered
for this honor but nothing seemed so suitable as a farm wagon, and the Mogul. manufactured by the
Forbes Mfg. Co., of Hopkineville. was selected as the best to be procured This wagon, which goes to
the person whose name lion the 26th ticket drawn from the wheel, Is built as follows: Cast steel
skein 3x9; tire leix% inelms. Wheel special low. Capacity 8,600 to 4,000 lb.; bed 8 ft 6 inches wide,
26 inches deep and luei feet long, fitted with the celebrated Patent Drop End Gate. The material used in the construction of this wagon is only the beet, the axle being of hickery the spokes special A
grade, the hubs, hounds, etc , being 'if specially selected White Oak. The spokes are driven into the
hub ueder 750 pound pressure. the tires are put on cold and the entire wagon is treated to three separate coats of paint and finished with a coat of body varnish- It is undoubtedly the best and most
serviceable wagon on the market.

Silks always attract the
With and so we have in- Gent's Umbrella
cluded this as one of the
Even rainy, bad weather
premiums. The pattern is
to be selected by the winner. will have no terrors for the
person who draws this premium. This umbrella is of the'
$10 Ladies
best quality silk with steel 1
selected by I Dress Pattern
rod.
It
may
be
Moat:Chopper. the winner.
•
This pre
"Thirteen" is considered
an unlucky nurrber but it
mium is
offered
is certain that this is an
exception to the rule. Thi•
especialti
4
lbs.
Chase
premium is to be selected
ly for the
benefit of Sanborn. Coffee by the winner and is there
the heuse
fore sore to please.
Nothing is more appetizwife. No
inir than a cup of good hot
inetter
what you coffee and for the benefit of
•
want to those who enjoy this beverage this premium is offered.
prepare
tor the tphie or in canning The market does not afford
a
better brand of coffee than
this meat chipper will be
found useful. It is fitted Chase & Sanborn's "Seal
Brand" Mocha and Java,
witb,four different biZ9
matting blades which can he soil hi' W. T. Cooper & Co.
*dialoged by any one in few It is elways fresh being
peeked in air tight tin cans.
poison&

\

Ladies
$5.00 Hit

Another premium sure to
be appreciated by the ladies
is the hanosome silk umbrella offered here. This is
to be selected by the winner

We have offeied a full snit
for the ladies with the exception of the hat and here
it is. This hat is to be selected by the winner.

•5lbs
;"Ellits Choice"

"Old Necesity."

SilK

Ladies
Sint Umbrella

PREMIUM NO. 20 PREMIUM ',NO, 24

PREMIUM NO. 3.

PREMIUM NO. 4.

SUIT CASE

A handsome suit case,
such as the one here offered, Is sure to be appreciated by every member of the family, and
will he found to almost
literally be "worth it
weight in gold" whenever a journey is to be made. The,
suit case offered here is made of solid leather with brass
trimmings and fastenings, with or without straps.

A weed photdttraph is a
thing to be highly prized.
These photos are to be made
at the gallery of C. H. Anderson in Hopkinsville of
any subject the winner desires. The photos are to be
full cabinet size, finished in
the latest tone and in every
respect are the highest qual.
ity of work.

Smoking tobaocd. This is
• something for the smokers.
• This tobacco is manufacalbs
tured in Hopkinsville by
'the R. 1'. Martin Tohacco Lowny's Candy
Co., and is one of the finest
Those
with a "sweet
flavored and purest tobaccos tooth" will relish this premon the market.
ium.
There is no better
Candy on the market than
this famous brand and that
is the reason we include it.

Solid Leather

PREMIUM NO 13. PREMIUM NO, 14 PREMIUM NO. 16 PREMIUM NO. 18

Premium No. 17

PREMIUM NO 12.

50 Gold Standard Cigars
Harness These
cigars are manufac-

Daily CourierJournal Set ofDriving
One Year.
In order to keep posted in
this strenuous age a person must read. No paper
gives moiecompletely the
news of the day than the
Courier-Journal, the beet
daily publishe I in Kentucky.

During the winter when
roads are bad a good set
of harness will preve most
ecceptphle. The et here
offered is a good strong
one imitable /or general
serriee Either collar and
hames or breast strap.

Smoking Tobacco. 'I his is
another of the celebrated
brands of smoking tobacco
manufactured by the R. T.
Martin Tobacco Mfg. Co. of
Idopkinsville. It is manufactured from the natural
home grown leaf and is sure
to please the most fastidious
smoker.

PREMIUM NO. 21

Pr Clapp'.
Fine Shoes.
For easy wearing qualities
and long lastingness no shoes
equal those manufactured
by Edwin Clapp & Son. To
be selected by the winner at
the store of J. T. Wall & Co.

PREMIUM NO. 26
Fine Oak
Centesi•Table

The housewife will also
appreciate this premium.
Pat. Flour
The table is made of flue
"Perfection" is the brand quartered oak and will adorn
of patent flour manufacture any home.
ed by the Crescent Milling
Co.. of Hopkineville, and it
is also perfection iu quality.
"There is nothing better."
BoysSuit

1 bbl 'Perfection'

Premium No. 27
of
Clothes

tured by H L Lebkeucher
Flonkinsville,1Kyeand are
pronounced by all °tennisDaily New Era
suers to be the finest 5e
1 Year
market.
cigars on the
A premium whiel)
Won't they be accep.able
during the cold winter keeps coming every
day for an entire year
weather?
Is sure to be appreciated and
this is wbat the Daily New
Era will do. It will also
keep you fully informed both
as to local and foreign hapneniugs. If you don't getthis premium come in and
subscribe anyhow.
•

PREMIUM NO. 22

We don't want
the boys to
thinkthee were
neglectea and
so we offer a
suit of clothes
for them. This
is to be selected
esithely by the
lucky yonng
mar who draws
this with.

Premium No. 7--Steven's Single-Barrel Shot Gun

Premium
No 10

Premium No. 15-$5 Stetson Hat.
There are numbers of good
brand* of h at.
mantifsoured
but none which
enjoy the pepularity of the Stetson. This fiemou•
brand is just!'
celebrated for it.
Tee
high qua
above I'llt 8,̀0WR
one of the many
shapes hut tee winner of thes premium will select the hat

In selecting this piemium all leading makee of guns were considered and the "Stevens" was SP—
This gun is one of the best and latest improved !insi,tiftketiired by rue Steven. Arms Co. and
is fully rtuarenteed in every rarticular. Deserintion—Special ••Electro" steel barrel. choke bored for
nitro powder. Drop forged and case hard-ned frame, top snap, low rehoutidi,,v hammer has automatic shell ejector, varnished waleut stock with pistol grip, rubber butt plate. patent snap. walnut forearm and metsi joint. Adanteri for any standard mare of shell, factory loaded, with black or smokeless powder. 12-gauge 30 inch barrel, weight about 63‘ lbs.
heeled,

One pair of Queen
Quality Shoes."Qasen
QUSIlify" is a synonym
for the best in ladies
shoes. Thr se shoes sell
for $3.60 a pair and are
menefeetursd in ail
grad,. of leather, all
lasts and
ur,(i
with the letest toe and
heel. The winner will
select the shoes to suit
her fancy at the store
ef Bassett & Co., who handle thus brand.

•-•-•-++++444+4444-++++++4444-•-•-•44444444-•-••••-•-•-•-•-•-ti+444+++++14-•
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How the Contest Will Be Conducted.
F
OR EACH 50c

pain on subscription to either the WEEKLY or
DAILY NEW ERA a blank ticket will he issued to such person, on which
he will write his name and address and it will be deposited in a large wheel
which is sealed. •

At 11 O'clock on December 28th
A committee, composed of Mayor Jouett Henry, Mr.J. E. McPherson and Major E.H.
Bassett, will open the wheel, after thoroughly mixing the tickets. A child will he
blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at a time. This ticket will
be taken charge of by the committee, and after judging of its genuineness the name
will be read aloud. The first prize will be given to the psrson whose name is on the
first ticket drawn from the wheel, the second prize to the person whose name is en
the second ticket and so on, until all the prizes are given away. No other conditions
apply to contestants except that tiOC must be mild on suhscriotions foi every ticket.
4444-•+++++++++++++++++++++++++++4•-•+4++.++++4-*•

Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send in
their remittance with the assurance that their tickets will be placed in the wheel
and thet they will be promply notified in case they should draw a prize.
No person connected with the New Era in any manner, nor any member
of their families, will be allowed to participate in the contest.
All subscribers who are in arrears pre urged to pay their subscriptions at once and get their names in early.
Persons who do not now take either the Weekly or Daily are in vitt ci to
rie Bo end get koot malty ehlnees as possible to win one or more of the prizes, as under
the conditions it Is p.)ssIble for one person to win them all.
will remain the 'tame an before:
00 per year,$2 50 for six mon he
$1,25 for three months or 10c per week for the Daily to any part of the United States.
weekly
paper
published
in the country, $1 per year
The Weekly, the largest and best
chineo
assured
your
is
as good as the next otos
feel
and
early
Get in
imstivr if you have one or one hundred chances.

The subscription prices $5

++44444++44444++ •++++•-++++

SEND REMITT ANCES TO

Er Pub.C

Do Not Send Stamps

HOPK1NSVILLE, KY.

.411p.

•

districts he has made in our tobacco
impotioae. where he has placed a boss
over a lot of subordinates who go
from-barn to barn in their respective
districts, taking the tobacco at their

HARTY-M'CARTEN STATE GRANGE

MR.BIRKERVIEWS.

(Special to New Era.)

BEAUTIFUL SERVICE AT CYNTHIANA, Ky., Oct. 19.—The
ON THE LOCAL TOBACCO or price.
twenty-fourth annual session of the
Dark
*he
I know no remedy save
SITUATION.
CATHOLIC CHURCH.

Knows of No Remedy Save
That Now Offered To
The Farmers.

Tobacco Growers' Association and I
do not see we need any better plan.
This executive committee will be a
great board of information, of honest, non -salaried men. They will do
what they will find best for each tobacco grower, through the best warehousemen and expert tobacco judges
in district.,They will advise tobacco
solci in hogsehead, or loose, or both;
they will surely insist on it being
sold on an open market.
They can win this fight and help
you only as you will join the association and hold up their hands. If you
will do it go to the precinct meeting
on the 22d and say so and all will be
well.
CHAS. E. BARKER.

The mass meetieg at the voting
preeincta at 2 p. w. on Saturday, the
22d, should be looked after closely
by the tobacco growers. Some years
ago all this tobacco was prized and
shipped to New Orleans or New
York, where the foreign buyers came
to see the samples and bought from
these 00113112i041011 men such tobacco
as they needed. There were no marCadiz Stock Show.
kets here then. Later on the mar(From Thursday's Daily.)
kets at Clarksville. Hopkinsville,
After weeks of preparation and
Louisville and other points were esmuch
advertising tne citizens of Catablished and the foreigner came to
Trigg county ale today; endiz
and
the Western markets and bought at
auction sales in competition with the joyed the third annual stock show.
speculators and representatives of As has been the case at both the
the demands of the whole world. We events of this kind which have been
can remember tho $40,000 tobacco ex- given in the past, the town is crowdchange at Clarksville with 90 buyers ed with people, this being looked upsitting around that long table sod on as a great holiday for nearly evDan Gold and Col. Young and everyone in the county. Everything
others auctioning the samples as produced on the farm is on exhibithey were passed around. We can tion valuable prizes being offered on
remember that mei' were there from nearly everything. Only the citizens
each market—of our own people— of Trigg county are allowed to enter
bone of our bona and flesh of our exhibits for prizes.

•

flesh—wee who had been business
associates of our fathers and who
knew she farmers, had pbrsonal interest in them and a mutual confidence existed. Then we saw tobacco seU as high as $lb to 00, and tobacco growing was very interesting.
Hat 10 years later behold the change!
The foreigrr representative., in order
s to get away.trorn competition, goes
out in the country to the barne,where
there is no competition. Only old
Hayseed and himself. The farmer
knows little more about tobacco
markets, its demands and till su ply
than the mule that has helped him
make it. Tha buyer has hie orders
and Instructions from abroad, and
where all the information necessary
has been acquired and financial arrangements made to handle the crop.
On the one hand is the farmer. Labor, ignorant of conditione and with
all he has is the tobecco. On the
other hand is the tobacco trust. Orgauized gar ital, awake to every condltiOn end ready to %wipe everythilig
In sight. As a rosult of this meeting
at the barn we see this tobacco exchange gone—sold to railroad for a
depot. Ali our ,former buyers and
friends of year.'standing are out of
the business and in their places men
ere dot not know and who care no
tnOre about the farmer than he does
'about the worm that lives on tobecso. What these men want is to get
this tobacco at th3 lowest possible
prier, regardless of the cost of pro(sitcomn or what becomes of the producer; that they may get big salaries
from the trust and that their foreign
gove, ements may make therniteAves
rich by revenues derived from this
tobaceo. on the farmer's s:cie, We
ewe the price of tobacco so low that
no mail can grow it and live honest ly• The farmer has worn his lends
until they have become much less
productive, labor has become demoralized, the beet laborers have left
the farms and gone to the shops, the
mines, the railroads, etc. and
al demoralization reigns among
tobacco planters. Some are so self.
confident the can do no way save
their own—can't organize trove on
their own views. Some are so weak
kneed that they fear the tobacco
trust will boycot them if they join co
take any part in an organization and
some say they have other ways o'
making a living besides tobacco
growing. These four classes tnialt
eome together if we are to improve
our condition. They must each make
some sacrifice, Rome compromise,
and get these agents of the trust
sway iron, rm. hare door.
send bon
to , the wittehorne
ntof to ho busi nee,tit I ffeirtItjgiu
it
otS the open masket
GO fCb'aU.C6
in coin petition. with-Ahciaroild-iegoe
stop him from looking about through
the country. Wipe off the map these

F.

Will Meet1 Today.
The committee of prominent lawyers appointed at the Guthrie meettrig of the Dark District Tobacco
Growers' Protective
association,
Sept. 24, to prepare a charter for that
organization, will meet at Guthrie
Friday to c implete this work and
place the association en a firm legal
basis ready for business in behalf of
better prices for tobacco, and in its
fight against the tobacco trust,

Drugs
Jewelry.
Silverware
Holmes & Edwards
sterling inlaid
spoons and forks
wear like sterl'-mg silver and
coat like silver-plated
Ware.

Points
on forks
and spoons
which are
exposed to
greatest wear
are sterling silver
inlaid. The mark
of this ware is

1111re.M51.1EPAil. 11;11
25

Each piece is guaranierd
for 55 years.

FOR SALE BY

Plated
spoons show
wear at the
points indicated
'• •

Gives the wearing quality of
solid silver at less than half the
cost, and are sold by all jewelers.
Spoons and forks stamped

r
L.

HOLMES C EDVVARDS
INLAID
STERLING

IL
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Paul was the scene last night of the
joining in holy wedlock of Mr. PC.rick Henry

McCarten

and, Miss

Houora Harty.

OPTHALMOSCOPE
AND RETINOSCOPE COMBINE

The ceremony was performed at

M. D. KELLY,

NotesAboutPeoplt

with her hand and heart. He is a
excellent gentleman and a man of
meaile. being a foremost citizen of
Dubuque, his home. Mr. McCarten
was accompanied here by his brother. Mr.411. M. McCarten, and hie uncle, Dr. Hugh Morgan, both of Dubuque.

Clardy-Fox.

The Madisonville Graph says of
the Fox Clardy nuptials:
Letcher R. Fox, Republican candidate for Judge of the Hopkins county court, has been successful In one
'canvass whether he shall be successful in another. For sometime he
i
has been making trips to Christian
county with matrimonial intentions.
Ho went to Hopkinsville the latter
part of last week and Monday returned home accompanied by one of
the fair women of Christian county
as his bride.
Mr. Fox and Miss On Clardy, of,
LaFayettee, were married last Saturday afternoon at the residence of 1
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards in the pres.
1
once of a few Invited friends. Thel
ceremony was performed by Rev.'
Kirtley, of the Baptist church. On
Monday morning they came to Madisonville, their future home.
Mr. Fox is a lawyer with a growing practice. He has been a citizen
of Madisonville for several yeare,
where he hie bui!t up a lucrative
practice. He is sober, moral, upright, a Christian gentleman, and is
the noininee of the Republican party
for the office of county judge. He is
a man who is popular with all who
happen to be acquainted with him,
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Clardy, of Christian
county. She is an intelligent woman,
a graduate of one of the colleges of
Hopkinsville and is deservedly • popular with all who know her. Her
father is one of the fine farmers of
Christian county. The family is one
of the very best of the country.
The young people will go to housekeeping about the first of next
month on Baker street, where the
groom has a good h.,me to which he
will take his bride. Mr. Fox is to be
congratulated on capturing the prize
Ii.' has won in the matrimonial market, while the hriclis inci,rest assured
thst slie.hae'aim red.
040
.'1;4 .w.tio
14
1 worthy her love and affec-

HARDWICK,
"Solid Silver
Where it
Wears"

,From Thursday's Daily)
The church of St. Peter and St.

An up-to-date instrument for the diagnosis of the pathologlealeoadl
of the interior of the eye without the use of a dark room or mydriaties
dilute the pupil. By its use all errors of refraction are detected sad
loured to an absolute certainty without asking the patient any q
9:30 o'clock and the impressive Caththereby leaving the operator independent of the intelligence of the patio
(Great for children.) It is the latest and meet wonderful production of opolic service linked the lives and destical science. By its use the retina (veins and arteries) is 11W911 a. clearly
tinies of the happy couple. Father
as the patient's face. This is a costly instrument, but as I have been always
interested and made a specialty of examining and fitting of glasses
deeply
Welsh officiated. The witnesses
to the eye, I have kept up-to-date with the latest and best methods and inwere limited to relatives of the construments and feel that the best le none too good for my patrons. They
may rest assured that they will get the late''t and best service obtainable
tracting parties.
anywhere—derived from long years of
Mr. J. A. Browning and daughter, appliances and for the least money. practical experience with up-to-dat
Immediately after the rites were
Respectfully,
celebrated, Mr. and Mrs. McCarten Mitre Mettle Sue, officers in the State
left for St. Louis. After visiting the Grange,and Mr. and Mrs. J. B WalOver au Years mi Optician aim Jeweler; 16 Years a Graduate
St. Louis Purchase Exposition they ker, delegates from Church Hill
Optometrist. No. 8, Main St., opposite Court House.
will go to Dubuque,Iowa,and thence grange are in attendance from ChrisTuesday.
to Chicago, returning to Hopkins- Use county.
Sinking Fork Items.
Messrs. Urie, Cornelius and Logan
viile for a brief stay before wooer dGresham
have gone to Illinois for a
log to Mississippi where they will reSinking Fork, Oct. 20 —Ravi Mr.
few
months.
side for the present.
McDaniel preached at the Christian
(From Thursday's Daily)
Mr*. Torn Woosley, who hie been
The bride is a winsome and atDr. T. L. Bacon was summoned to church here Sunday morning and
very sick is much improved.
tractive young lady, of fine traits of Cadiz today to make a professional night.
Mr. and Mrs. Remote Denton, of
character and mental gifts. For sev- call on Col. Fenton Sims who was reMrs. James Quarles, of Hopkinseral years she has followed the no- cently struck' with paralysis while Tulle, spent a few days last week your town, visited in this vicinity
ble profession of a trained nurse in making a speech in the Willis mur- with her sister, Mrs. W. C. Stevens. last week.
der trial in the Trigg circuit court.
The young people (and ladles eswhich she has achieved great success
Mist Ada Smith, who has been
Miss Maud Cansier, who has been
and has won a splendid reputation.
confined to her room with fever, is pecially) of this pieta are looking
visiting here for several days, left
forward to the pretty girl contest,
The fortunate groom is a civil engin- this morning for Madisonville
again.
to at- out
eer and is now engaged this work in tend the Parrish-Brasher nuptials.
Mrs. H. P. Phillips, of Livingston which will be held by the Pinot
Mississippi. He was one of the skillnow with her sister, Mrs. school pupils.
Mr. E. B. Lindsay, and son, of county, is
The spelling
match at brick
corps
who
of engineers
surveyed Elkton, are in'the city en route to L. C. Wood, who has been quite sick
ed
church school last Friday night was
for some time.
to the city the Ohio Valley railroad, Cadiz.
Misses Ellie Murphy and Fannie quite a success and enjoyed by all
now a branch of the Illinois Central,' Mr. A. H. Cook and daughter,
and it was then that he met the Miss Matly, have returned from St. Hill attended the Hopkins‘ille fair present.
young lady who has honored him Louis.

irdwick
Sensible

Iowa Gentleman Wins An
Attractive Young Lady
of This City.

Kentucky State Grange convened in
the opera house. The grange was
called to order by Master F. P Wolcott, of Kenton county, 300 delegates
being present. In the afternoon a
second session was held, and the
stata master oielivered his annual address. He reviewed time past and
present condition of the order, stating that the order now numbered
over 1,000,000 membere, with organizatiou in every state in the union.
The reports of the officers were then
received and accepted. The secretary's and treasurer's reports showed
the Kentucky State Grange in a
more thriving and prosperous conditAilin than ever before.
The meeting will be addressed to.
harn and Gov.
day by Gov. Beck
Bachelder, of Vermont.

Some
Very
Charmin
Cloaks
and Suits

Friday we
received from
New York the
newest ideas
in Cloaks and
Suits. These
garments are the latest creations brought out by three
of the finest lady's tailors in
America.
Cloaks range from $10.00
to $50.00. Among them a
few styles of the new crush
velvet wraps that' are just
now the rage in the East.
We invite the ladies to call
and see this really magnificent line.

i H Anderson & Co
-
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